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I. INTRODUCTION

The Microwave Landing System (MLS) is being developed to provide all-

weather landing guidance information for a wide range of aircraft approach

angles. The increased accuracy and greatly expanded coverage requirements of

MLS, relative to existing Instrument Landing Systems (ILS), tend to make the

influence of multipath propagation a major factor in the determination of MLS

system performance. It is for this reason that a computer program has been

written to perform multipath modeling and simulation for !4LS. The purpose

of this report is to present a discussion of the computer programs which have

been used in this MLS simulation for determining the multipath components

which occur due to obstacles which are found in typical airport environments.

In most cases of interest these computer models are compared with experimental

field data in order to show that they are good replicas of real world situa-

tions.

The multipath propagation due to reflections and scattering from 1arge

buildings in proximity to runways, and from large aircraft in 1anding patterns

or on adjacent taxiways, pose some of the mre critical discriminants for MLS.

In addition, there are severe requirements posed for MLS by shadowing effects

due to runway humps, and aircraft and buildings approaching the 1ine of sight

between the ground transmitter and the aircraft receiver. Since airport top-

ographies can vary widely, it is not feasible to attempt to standardize the

description of such obstacle multipath Propagation for any given airport.

1



In

to model

this paper a description is given of the methods which have been used

the obstacles in an airport environment. Descriptions are alsO

presented for the computer programs which have been implemented for the pur-

pose of determining the obstacle multipath components. The models to be

presented have been empleyed to compute the effects due to specular reflec- .,

tion, as well as

mitter antenna.

to determine the

diffuse scattering, from the ground located near the trans-
.

In addition, a description is given of the algorithms used
.

effect due to scattering from buildings, or hangars, and

aircraft. The methods for treating the shadowing effect due to runway humps,
,..,

and aircraft or buildings which are near the 1ine of sight between transmitter

and receiver, are also discussed.

The following important points concerning these models should be

stressed. One point is that the complex real world objects are represented

by certain simpler objects which more readily 1end themselves to practical

computation routines. As an example, aircraft fuselages are modeled as

metal1ic cylinders. Another point is that a feasible computational algorithm

must be used to give a quantitative expression for the scattered signal. In

this case there must be a compromise between accuracy and computational speed.

In order to achieve these goals, we typicallY have used a mixture of physical

optics and geometric optics algorithms as opposed to rigorous solutions of the

particular electromagnetic wave propagation boundary value problem.

A presentation is also given of the computer validation data in order

to provide some perspective on the magnitude of the various scattered signals.

These data are also compared with experimental field data in order to

2
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establish that the computer algorithms are realistic models of real world

configurations. The principal sources of test results were the U.S. MLS Phase

I and II experimental data, the Lincoln Laboratory Logan MLS multipath experi-

mnt, the R.A.E. (U.K.) MLS system study, the Thomson-CSF MLS TACD program,

and the,Lincoln Laboratory discrete address beacon system experimental facili-

ty (DABSEF). The frequency ranges at which these data were obtained included

L-band, 1 GHz, C-band, 5 GHz, and Ku-band, 15 GHz. In addition, the computer

running time, as well as flow chart descriptions, are given for the various

subprograms employed in the multipath computations. These subprograms have

been designed to be system-independent. This implies that the multipath com-

putations pertain to the particular geometry, or configuration, used to model

the airport environment. Another implication is that these results can be

used to evaluate the performance of many different types of MLS systems,

for the particular airport environment.



11. SPECULAR GROUND REFLECTION

A. Oescri ption of Theory

In this section we present the computations required to obtain the multi-

path component due to the specular reflection from the ground directly in

front of the transmitting antenna. Towards this end it is assumed that the ..

ground, considered as a scattering surface, has a small-scale roughness super-

imposed on a large-scale roughness which can be described by topographical

features. This model for the ground is termd a composite rough surface, and

has been

dividing

elements

discussed by Beckmann.l The large-scale roughness can be modeled by
, .,

the ground into a number of plane surface elements. These surface

are taken to be triangles or rectangles. The position and orienta-

tion of a surface element is specified by the three, or possibly four, rec-

tangular coordinates of the corners of the element. The electrical properties

of the ground are assumed to be homogeneous over each surface element, and

specified by its relative complex dielectric constant

Cr = ER - jcl

where eR, C1 are the real

spectively, given by

CR = CIEO

‘I = Ucfwo

$ (II-1)

and imaginary relative dielectric constants, re-

,

,

(II-2)

(11-3)
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Co 1s the dielectric

the surface element,

the radian frequency

constant of free space, E

Uc is the conductivity of

of the incident wave, cf.

is the dielectric constant of

the surface element, and u is

Kerr,*, p. 397. It should be

noted that snow banks at the edge of the runways can be modeled by means of

the large-scale roughness model for the ground.

The small-scale roughness is assumed to have features with a Gaussian

height distribution, with root-mean-square roughness height oh, as indicated

by Beckmann and Spizzichino. 3 In addition, the following assumptions are

required for the small-scale roughness.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Radius of curvature of scattering surface is much greater

than wavelength of incident radiation,

Shadowing effects caused by small-scale roughness may be

neglected,

hlultiplescattering between adjacent parts of same surface

may be neglected,

The electromagnetic field scattered from a rough surface may be consid-

ered as a sum of a specular and diffuse component. Specular reflection is

highly directional , i.e. , propagation occurs over a small angle in space, and

its phase is coherent, i.e. ,

wave. In addition, specular

within the first few Fresnel

directly related to the

reflection results from

ellipses, or zones, cf.

phase of the incident

radiation from an area

Kerr,2 pp. 411-418,

Diffuse scattering has less directivity, and takes place due to radiation from

a much 1arger surface area than the first few Fresnel zones, which is known

as the glistening surface, cf. Beckmann and Spizzichino,3 p, 256. The phase

5



angles of the diffusely scattered waves are incoherent, i,e,, these phase

angles cannot be directly related to the phase of the incident wave at all

points in space. In addition, its amplitude is a non-deterministic, or

random, quantity in the sense that it is different for each rough surface

which is a sample function from the ensemble of such sample functions. The

probability distribution of the diffusely scattered field amplitude is a

Rayleigh distribution, while that of the phase is a uniform distribution,

cf. Beckmann and Spizzichino,3 Chapter 7.

In general, both specular and diffuse components are present simultan-

eously. If the root-mean-square roughness height, ah, is smal1 compared

the wavelength, k, then the specular component predominates. Othewi se,

specular component is negligible and the diffuse component predominates.

to

the

We now present the computations required to determine the amplitude,

phase, planar directional angles, fractional Doppler frequency, and time delay

for the specular ground reflection. The correspond ng computations for the

diffuse component are presented subsequently in Section V. The geometry of

specular reflection is given in Fig. II-1, assuming, for simplicity, that the

orientations of
**

The field

assumed to be a

the surface elements are al1 parallel to some ground plane.

amplitude E(r) at distance r from the transmitting antenna is

uniform plane wave

E(r) = # C-jkr , (11-4)

where k is the wavenumber, so that k=2n/1 = w/c, A is the wavelength, A is

a constant and c is the velocity of propagation. The field at the receiver

to direct transmission is

due

6
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I
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.,.
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1,
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&

Fig.

s 18SPec.lar point of reflect i.”

;, , :Y , :Z are “nit “..,0,. i“ x,y, , direct ion,, ,e.pec~ive~y
.
x is “mi, vector .Omal ,0 ,Urfflce ,~eme”t

I-1. Geometry for specular reflection from the ground.
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-jkro
Eo= }C

o
(II-5)

The field amplitude at the receiver can be found by using the Fresnel-Kirchoff

diffraction formula, cf. Goodman,4 p. 41, or Sommerfeld,5 p. 201, .

,
,

JJ
[Cos Or + Cos et]

E~=~
-jk(Rr + Rt) ds

&
,

E

al1
2

surface (II-6)

elements

It should be mentioned that the results in Ref. 5 must be used with a slight

modification. That is, it is assumed in Ref. 5 that the transmitter signal

has a frequency variation of &-lut, instead of Ciut. As a consequence, in

order to obtain the correct phase relationship; it is necessary to use the

complex conjugate of all expressions derived in Ref. 5, We now wish to indi-

cate the modifications required in Eq. (11-6) to

and receiver antenna patterns, and finite ground

several practical computational simplifications.

the integral in Eq. (II-6) occurs near the point
-..

take account of transmitter

conductivity, as well as

The major contribution to

of specular reflection. In

order to take the small-scale roughness of the surface into account, an at-

tenuation factor Pr, can be introduced in the diffraction formula, cf.

Beckmann and

‘r =

Spizzichino,3 p. Bl,

-K* ah COS,J2
E (II-7)

8
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I

The factor of 1/2 in the exponent in Eq. (II-7)

and not power, attenuation factor is needed.

The phase shift and attenuation caused by

the Fresnel reflection coefficients, cf. Kerr,*

depend an the polarization of the wave relative

is required since an amplitude,

the reflection are given by

p. 396. These coefficients

to the surface, the angle of

incidence, and the relative complex dielectric constant of the reflecting

wdi um. For vertical polarization, i.e. , the electric (E) field is in the

plane of incidence defined by the incident vector ~t and surface nomal vector

N, the Fresnel reflection coefficient is given by

r

.. ,,

Cr cos et - er - sinzet
Rv(et) =

‘rcose~+- ‘

where Er is the relative con!plexdielectric constant given in Eq. (11-1). If

the E field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, then we have horizontal

polarization and the Fresnel reflection coefficient is

(II-8)

Jcos et - Cr - sin2 et
Rh(et) = (II-9)

cos 8t +NEr - sin2 et

If the surface element is inclined, so that it is not horizontal, or vertical ,

then it is necessary to use an equivalent reflection coefficient, as indicated

by Mitzner.6 If the wave is initially vertically polarized, relative to the

horizontal ground plane,

corresponding vertically

inclined surface element

then the equivalent reflection coefficient for the

polarized component of the wave reflected by the

is given by6

9



R = Rv(et) Cos al Cos ~2 + Rh(~~) sin al sin ~z >eq
(II-1o)

(vertical polarization)

where al is the angle between the vertical plane defined by Rt and the z-axis Y

and the local plane of incidence defined by it and the no~al to the surface .
.,.

element, and a2 is the angle between the vertical Plane defined by ~r and the ,>
,

z-axis, and

have6

R=
eq

The details

the local plane of incidence.

Rv(Ot) sin al sin ~2 t Rh(et)

For horizontal

Cos a, Cos U2 .

polarization we
,

(11-11)

(horizontal polarization)

of the computation for Req, for arbitrarily tilted surfaces, aw

presented in Appendix A. It should be noted that for a perfect conductor,

i.e., CR is finite, el = m, we have

Rv(et) = 1, et # n/2, (perfect conductor) (11-12)

Rh(8t) = -1, (perfect conductor). (II-13)

The surface of integration in the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction formula

given in Eq. (II-6) must, as a practical matter, be limited. The manner in

which this is to be done is to integrate in a certain manner only over a

certain number of Fresnel zones. The Fresnel zone is an elliptical region

within which the total path length, Rt t Rr~ is less than one half-wavelength

longer than the minimum path length rlo + r20. The Fresnel zones are shown

in Fig. 11-2, where, for simplicity, the transmitter and receiver are shown on

the x-axis, and where the dimensions of the Fresnel zones are, cf. Kerr,2

pp. 411-418,

10
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1.
,

AT C-68( 11-2) _

r
~TE~A

XMrR 0

ANTRNNA
Rttl ~

x

STANDARD
COO~INhTS
SYST~

(a)

.. ,

z

..i

~R
ANTENNA

/

ht r

ht + hr
SThND~

COO~lNATE
SYSTEN

/“ n-TH FRESNEL

RECThNGULhR
ELLIPSE

INTEGRhTIO$
(AREA - T x In Yin)

REGION
(AREA - 4 X;n Y;n)

(b)

Fig. II-2, Description of the Fresnel zones.
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and rectangular integration region. In Section IIC it is shown that it is

better to use the rectangular integration region, since this leads to im-

proved accuracy in the coniputational results. Thus, the final version of

the program uses a rectangular integration region. klhenan elliptical inte-

gration region is used, with the integration occurriny over n Fresnel zones,

then the center, major, and minor axes of the Fresnel ellipse are chosen as

in Eqs. (11-14) through (11-16). If a rectangular integration region is to

be employed, then the half-lenyths of the sides of the rectangular integration

region, depicted in Fig. II-2, are given by xin = $
G

xln, Yin = ~Y, n,

where Xln, Yln are the lenyths of fhe major and minor axes, respectively,

of the n-th Fresnel ellipse given in Eqs. (11-15), (11-16). The center of

the rectangular region is located at the same point as the center of the el-

liptical region, given by Xon in Eq. (11-14). It

area of the rectangular re9iOn iS Oxin Yin = rxln

the area of the elliptical integration region.

It is advantageous at this point to discuss

is easily seen that the

Y]n> which is the same as

the details of the compu-

tation for the position of the specular point. This point is used to define

the direction of propagation of the multipath component, and wi11 be impor-

tant for the computation of the various required multipath parameters to be

discussed subsequently. Figure II-1 shows the manner in which the specular

point is computed for the specular ground reflection from flat terrain which

is coplanar with the xy-plane. However, as mentioned previously, it has been

assumed that the ground can be modeled as a series of rectangular, or triangu -

lar, surface elements of arbitrary or entation, in which case the specular

13



point location will not, in general, be identical to that shown in Fig, 11-1.

It is easy to see that the specular point, as computed in Fig, 11-1, is located

at a distance htr/(ht + hr) in front of the transmitting antenna, as shown in

Fig. 11-2b. The algorithm used to locate the actual specular point is as

follows:

(1) The specular point location in the xy-plane is determined

as indicated in the geometry of Fig. 11-1.
.

(2) The PIane surface element which contains the point given

in (1) is determined.

(3) The specular point is located in-a-ninfinite plane which

is coplanar with the surface element found in (2).

If the specular point found in (3) does not 1ie in the surface elemnt found

in (2), then the specular point is repositioned to the closest point in the

surface element when computing the various required mul tipath parameters to

be discussed subsequently. In addition, if either the transmitter or re-

ceiver 1ie below an extension of the tilted planar facet determined in (2),

then the specular point is computed relative to flat terrain which is coplanar

with the xy-plane, as indicated in (l), It is also important to note that the

determination of the Fresnel ellipse, as indicated in Eqs, (11-14) through (11-16),

is accomplished in the planar facet determined in.(2), and then this region is

projected back into the xy-plane.

The detai 1s of the method used to compute the position of the specular

point for an arbitrarily tilted ground facet are given in Appendix A. In

addition, the details of the method for determining whether a surface element



contains a point in the xy-plane are given in Appendix C. This latter compu-

tation is

associate

The

Using the

also required in the nuwrical integration procedure in order to

an integration point with its appropriate surface element.

total reflection coefficient is defined as

Qs = Es/E. (11-19)

previously mentioned modifications of the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffrac-

tion fomula given in Eqs. (II-7) and (11-10), and taking the transmitter

antenna pattern into account, we may use Eq. (11-6) to write

JJ –

,’.,
jr. 1 -jk(Rr t Rt - ro)

=_
Ps A G(Q,B) GA(a’ ,6’)

apuropriateRr ‘t ‘
integration

region

Cos et + Cos e
. pr Req rdS,

2
(II-20)

where G(a,s) is the transmitter antenna pattern for the radiated field, u and

B are the planar azimuth and elevation angles, respectively, for the vector It

measured relative to a coordinate system centered on the transmitter antenna,=-

GA(Q’ ,5’) is the aircraft receiver antenna pattern, a’ and B’ are the planar

azimuth and elevation angles, respectively, for the vector ~r measured rela-

tive to a coordinate system centered on the receiver antenna, cf. Fig. II-1.

For convenience of exposition, a detailed discussion of the effect of the

transmitter and receiver antenna patterns, on the various computational

15
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procedures, is given in Appendix K. Thus, in the ensuing discussions it may

be assumed throughout, unless othemise noted, that the transmitter and re-

ceiver antenna patterns are omnidirectional , i.e. , G(a,6) = 1, for all U,B,

and GA(al,B1) = 1, for all a’,~’.

It should be noted that in Eq. (11-20) the relative complex dielectric

constant, sr, in determining Req, and the root-mean-square roughness height,

oh, am different on the VariOuS surface elements, but are considered to be

constant on any particular surface element. The integral in Eq. (11-20) was

evaluated numerically by means of a two-dimensional approximating sumation.

A uniform rectangular mesh of 25 x 11 poin~s, with 25 points in the x-direction

and 11 points in the y-direction, was found to be adequate for the evaluation

of the double sum. This density of

perimental ly from computer runs.

It is also necessary to point

Eq. (11-20) depends very heavily on

points for this grid was determined

out that the entire procedure based

ex-

on

the assumption that the major contribution

to the integral in Eq. (II-6) occurs near the specular point. In addition,

we must have near-specular reflection from al1 of the surface elements in order

to use the Fresnel reflection coefficients given in Eqs. (II-8) through (11-11).

8. Computation of Iiultipath Parameters

We now indicate the manner in which the various multipath parameters of

interest are computed. The formula for P5 given in Eq. (11-20) is approximate

and, in addition, no account has been taken of the movement of the aircraft

antenna along the flight path. Hence, the phase of the specular ground reflec-

tion cannot be obtained precisely. However, as an approximation, the magnitude,

16



v~, and phase shift, VS, both relative to the direct wave of the specular ground

reflection may be computed as

v~ = lp~l ,

+s = ARG{os} +p[ r,. t r20 - rol .

(11-21)

(11-22)

angles for the specular ground reflection,

are computed according to the vector direc-

the specular point on the ground, as shown in

The planar azimuth and elevation

denoted by at, Bt, respectively,

tion between the transmitter and

Fig. II-3. These angles are also known as the planar directional angles of

the multi path component. The particular axes shown in Fig. II-3, in which the

origin is at the stop end of the runway and the x-axis is along the centerline

of the runway, are termd the standard coordinate system and are used whenever

specifying the locations of the obstacles for the computer simulation program.

We see from Fig.

Rt =

II-3 that the planar directional angles are given by

tan-’ (Rty/Rtx) , (II-23)

tan-l (Rtz/Rtx) . (II-24)

It is also of interest to compute the planar azimuth and elevation inci-

dence angles of the specular ground reflection, denoted by Ur,Br, respectively,

relative to a coordinate system aligned along the velocity vector of the re-

ceiver aircraft, as shown in Fig. II-3. We see from Fig. II-3 that these

planar directional angles are given by

17
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frequency.

.



‘r = tan-l (Rry,/Rrx, ) , (II-25)

@r = tan-l (Rrz,/Rrx, ) (II-26)

The planar azimuth and elevation incidence angles, Ur,Br, are required if it

is desired to apply the multiplicative effect due to a receiver antenna pat-

tern, GA(a’ ,6’).

The fractional receiver Doppler frequency is

velocity of the aircraft receiver, relative to the

computed according to the

veloci

jetted along the direction of arrival of the multipath s’, .,

and is given by

where

1 ‘SD ; lA.
‘A~R/liRl= ~cos(Y) ,‘SD =7=

+

y of light, pro-

gnal at the receiver,

(II-27)

~A is the vector aircraft velocity, and VA = IVAI. In order to obtain

the time delay, tSD, of the specular ground reflection relative to the direct

wave, it is assumed, as an approximation, that it arrives at the receiver along

the direction defined by the specular point of reflection, so that, cf. Fig.

II-1,

The

~(r tr20-ro) .
‘SD = C 10

(II-28)

multi path subroutines have been designed to be system-independent,

i.e. , -their output applies only to the particular airport scenario, or envi-

ronment, which is of interest. It is for this reason that the fractional

receiver Doppler frequency @~D and not uSD is computed in the multipath sub-

routines. That is, in order to have the multipath subroutines be system-

19
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independent, the effect of the transmitter frequency, O, must be applied in

the SYsternsubroutines, in which the errors due to multipath are computed for

particular systems, as indicated in Eq. (II-27), WSD = w W~D.

c. Focusing Ground Effect Option

It has been mentioned previously in Section 11A that the ground has been -

modeled as a series of rectangular and triangular surface elements, each of

which can be oriented in an arbitrary direction. In addition, each surface

element is characterized by its own relative complex dielectric constant and

root-wan-square roughness height. A numerical integration is

these surface elements, as indicated in Eq. (11-20), to obtain

amplitude of the specular ground reflection.

performed over

the complex

However, in some situations it is appropriate to obtain more than just a

single specular ground reflection component for ground which has been modeled

as a series of rectangular and triangular surface elements. It is possible to

employ the computer program to get multiple specular ground reflections by

using the focusing ground effect option, which will now be described in detai 1.

As an input parameter to the program, each surface element is assigned

a tag, which may be, say, either a zero, or one. The region of the ground

which does not 1ie within any of the surface elements is termed the default

region of the ground and is assigned a tag of zero, Let us suppose that N

surface elements have been given a tag of unity. A primary specular ground

reflection is

follows. The

responding to

formed, as wel1 as N secondary specular ground reflections, as

integrand in Eq. (11-20) is evaluated, at some mesh point, cor-

one of the mesh points contained within the integration region

20



discussed previously, on some surface element, and is assigned to the primary

specular ground reflection provided that the surface element has a tag of zero.

A summation of al1 such contributions from the various mesh points is fomed

to obtain the primary specular ground reflection. This multipath component

has a specular point associated with it as described previously, so that all

mul tipath parameters can be obtained as indicated in Eqs. (11-21) to (II-28).

The N secondary specular ground reflections are obtained by evaluating

the integrand in Eq. (11-20), at some mesh point on some surface element that

has a tag of unity, and summing these individual contributions in the appro-

priate way. Each secondary specula’rground reflection has a repositioned

specular point assigned to it in the following manner. A specular point is

computed, for the k-th secondary specular ground reflection, relative to an

infinite plane coplanar with the surface element associated with this k-th

component. If this specular point does not lie on the associated surface

element, then it is repositioned to the nearest point on this

Once this specular point has been assigned, it is possible to

multipath parameters as indicated in Eqs. (11-21) to (II-28).

surface element.

compute the

This procedure

thus leads to a total of (Ntl) primary P1us secondary specular ground
--

tion components, each component containing eight multipath parameters

puted according to Eqs. (11-21) to (II-28). This option is important

reflec-

com-

for

those situations in which the ground can be modeled as a series of surface

elements and there are multiple ground reflections which can be obtained

therefrom.

21
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D. Simple Fresnel Reflection - Roughness Coefficient Computation

The computational procedures which have been presented previously in

Sections 11A - IIC require a complex numerical integration over various surface

elements in order to obtain the multipath parameters for the specular ground

reflection. These calculations require a considerable amount of computer

time, on the order of about 0.1 seconds of IBM 370/168 computer time for a

given flight evaluation point, as indicated in Section VIII. In some situa-

tions it is appropriate to eliminate this complex algorithm and to use one which

is considerably simpler, and thus requires much less computer running time.

Towards this end, an option has been incorporated into the program which en-

ables the complex specular ground reflection coefficient, ps, to be calculated

in the following manner.

‘s = ‘r . Rv(et) , (vertical polarization),

= Pr o RH(6t) , (horizontal polarization), (II-29)

where pr is the attenuation factor due to the small-scale roughness, and is

given in Eq. (II-7), and Rv(et), RH(et) are the Fresnel reflection coefficients -

for vertical , horizontal polarization, respectively, given in Eqs. (II-8) and

(11-9). The root-mean-square roughness height and relative complex dielectric ~

constant used in this computation correspond to those for the default region

of the ground which does not 1ie within the area defined by the rectangular

and triangular surface elements, The specular point is computed for an .
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infinite flat ground plane as indicated previously in Section 11A. The various

multipath parameters are computed as shown in Eqs. (11-21 ) through (II-28),

with the sole exception that the phase shift is now obtained as ~~ = ARG{ps}.

E. Computer Validation

We now present some

Results

of the results obtained using the computer program

which computes the multipath parameters for the specular ground reflection.

The details of the operation of this subroutine can be obtained from the flow

chart shown in Fig. II-4. For simplicity, we do not consider the focusing

ground effect option

A presentation

ing the operation of

in these computer validation results,

, .,

is first given of some of the important details concern-

the program. We first mention that the integral in

Eq. (11-20) is evaluated by means of an approximating summation with the sum-

mand evaluated on either an elliptic, or rectangular, grid, cf. Fig. II-2.

When an elliptic grid is used, there is a constant stepping distance in the

major-axis direction, and a constant number of grid points in the minor-axis

direction. As mentioned previously, a total of 25 x 11 grid points were em-

pleyed. When a rectangular grid is employed, the incremental distance along

the longer side of the rectangle is 1/25 of this length, and the incremental

distance is 1/11 of the shorter side of the rectangle in that direction. A

two-dimensional Simpson algorithm was used to evaluate the two-dimensional

integral of Eq. (11-20). A simple check for shadowing of the receiver from

the transmitter by a tilted surface is also performed in the program, so that

all such points which are shadowed do not contribute to the integral .
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It should also be mentioned

enables the user to eliminate the

that there is an option in the program which

time-consuming computation of the multipath

amplitude and phase and compute only the other parameters for the specular

ground reflection, such as P1anar directional angles, fractional Doppler fre-

quency and time delay, cf. Fig. II-4. The computation of only these latter par-

ameters involves only a smal1 amount of computer time per flight evaluation

point. If this option is used, then the amplitude and phase of the specular

ground reflection must be obtained by some other means, such as recalling

their values from machine storage for some previous calculation at a flight

eval uation point reasonably close to the desired one.

In Fig. II-5 there are shown plots of the magnitude and phase of the

integral given in Eq. (11-20) , i.e. , V5, oS, the magnitude and phase of the

specular ground reflection, cf. Eqs. (11-21), (11-22), versus the number of

Fresnel zones used in the numerical integration, for an el1iptic grid. The

results of these figures apply for vertical polarization, and for a smooth

perfectly-conducting surface, i.e., oh = O, CR = 1, E1 = 108. The correspond-

ing results for a rectangular integration region, as was discussed previously

in Section 11A, are shown in Fig. II-6. In Figs. II-5 and II-6 there are also

shown the corresponding theoretical curves which can be obtained by using the

method of images and Babinet’s principle, cf. Somerfel d,5 p. 204 and Silver,7

p. 167, so that the problem of scattering from an elliptic, or rectangular,

region”of ground can be treated as that of diffraction through a circular,

or square, aperture, respectively. These results are derived in Appendix D,
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from which we obtain

v~ = 21sin(* Njl , (circular aperture) (11-30)

+~ = 90(1 - N + 2N’) , (circular aperture) (11-31)

V5 = 21F2~~)l , (square aperture) (11-32)

+5 ‘
{

90 t ARG F~@)~. , (square aperture) (11-33)

where N represents the number of “Fresnel zones, N’ is the largest integer less

than or equal ::teN/2; and F(x) is the Fresnel integral defined as fallows,.

cf. Sommerfeld,5 p. 239,

(II-34)

It is seen from Figs. 11-5 through II-6 that there is excellent agreement

between the results of the computer program and the theoretical predictions for

both the elliptic and rectangular integration regions. Similar results were

obtained for other positions of the transmitter and receiver, such as (O, O, 10)

and (10000, O, 100) for the transmitter and receiver positions, respectively.

The results in Fig. II-5 show that the magnitude and phase of the spec-

U1ar ground reflection oscillate indefinitely about the true values of unity
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and zero, respectively, as the number of Fresnel zones, or integration region

size, is increased. This is a very unfortunate behavior which is undesirable

for the purpose of computing the magnitude and phase of the specular ground

reflection, Fortunately, this problem does not exist for the rectangular in-

tegration region, as seen by the results in Fig. II-6. This figure shows

that the magnitude and phase converge to the true values of unity and zero,

respecti vely, as the number of Fresnel zones is increased. In addition, it

is seen from Fig. 11-6 that when the number of Fresnel zones is 2.8, the

magnitude and phase are very close to the true values of unity and zero,

respectively, i.e., the magnitude ;s”’about0.92 and the phase is about 15°.

It is for this reason that a rectangular integration region, extending over

2.8 Fresnel zones, is employed in the computer program.

Similar plots are shown in Figs. II-7 and II-8, for vertical polariza-

tion, and for a flat, smooth, concrete surface and for a flat, smooth, water

surface, respectively, In these figures we have ah = O, and Cr = 7 - Oj,

75 - 36j, respectively. The values obtained from Figs. 11-7 and II-8, for

the mgnitude and phase, for N = 2.8 are in reasonable agreement with the

asymptotic values, for a 1arge number of Fresnel zones used in the integra-

tion, which can be obtained from the value computed for Rv(et) as given in

Eq. (II-8). These values are -0.524, -O.llOj for the data given in Figs. 11-7

and 11-8, respectively. Thus the results of Figs. II-6 through II-8 provide

some justification for using a rectangular integration region with 2.8 Fresnel

zones as the region of integration in Eq. (11-20),
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111. SCATTERING FROM BUILDINGS

A. Flat Plate Model for Buildings

We now consider the computations required to obtain the multipath prop-

agation components due to scattering from buildings, or hangars. For the

purpose Of this computation, it is assumed that the building can be modeled as

a rectangular flat plate as shown in Fig. II I-1 , Complex buildings may be

modeled by several rectangular flat plates, each with appropriate tilt angle,

dielectric constant and roughness specification. In such a case, independent

computations are made for each plate by thq..mthod described here. This flat

plate can be oriented at an arbitrary tilt angle with respect to the ground

normal , as depicted in Fig. III-1, In addition, it is assumed that the bui”ld-

ing can be characterized by means of a root-mean-square roughness height and

relative complex dielectric constant. The transmitting and receiving antennas

are assumed to be on the sa~ side of the building so that it is possible for

scattering to take place, i.e. , it is possible to detemine the specular point

shown in Fig, III-1. If the transmitter and receiver 1ie on opposite sides of

the building, then there can be no scattered wave and its amplitude is set to

zero.

.

,

B. Method Based On Diffraction By Rectangular Aperture

The following simplified method is to be used to get the magnitude and

phase of the multipath signal, relative to the direct signal, due to scat-

tering from buildings or hangars. The method is based on the method of images

and Babinet’s principle, cf. Somwrfeld,5 p. 204 and Silver,’ p. 167, which

state that the problem of scattering from a rectangular building, or hangar,
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as shown in Fig. II I-1 , can be equated to the problem of diffraction through

a rectangular opening in an opaque screen. Strictly speaking, this principle

aPPlies onlY for a flat perfectly conducting surface. However, the variation

in angle of incidence over the typical airport building surface is generally

small enough to warrant inclusion of finite conductivity, and possibly rough-

ness, by a multiplicative factor.

The diffraction problem, corresponding to the geometry shown in Fig.
.

III-1, is depicted in Fig. III-2. The case of greatest practical interest

is that of Fresnel diffraction, for which the received signal relative to the

direct wave can be expressed as the follow~ng complex coefficient, cf. Som-

merfeld,5 pp. 237-247,

PB = pBa ‘Be ‘R ‘r ‘t ‘eq (III-1)

where R
eq

is the equivalent Fresnel reflection coefficient which takes into

account the finite dielectric and conductivity properties of the building

surface as well as its arbitrary orientation and was given in Eqs. (11-10)

and (11-11), Pt is the time delay factor given by

-jk(Rt + Rr - ro)
pt=e , (III-2)
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pr is the attenuation factor due to the building surface roughness and was

given in Eq.

that a power

nal relative

(II-7), PR is a distance factor which takes into account the fact

loss occurs due to the greater path distance of the multipath sig-

to the direct wave, and is given by
.

.

‘opR=— (111-3)
4

Rt + Rr ,

‘Be
is the elevation factor computed as ““

‘Be
= ~jm/4(F(utop) - F(ubot))/~ (III-4)

where F(u) is the F.resnel integral defined previously in Eq. (II-34) and

1/2
Utop = ~(Hbottom + HB- hs)(l - 612) /Rf , (III-5)

1/2

‘bet = $(HB - hs) (1 - 8,2) /Rf , (III-6)

J
‘tRr

Rf= —‘Rt+Rr , (III-7)



h~ is the height of the specular point above theground, shown in Fig. III-3,

and pBa is the azimuthal factor computed as

jr/4
PBa = = (F(uright) - F(uleft) )/z

where

2 ‘/2,Rf
= Z(WB - w~) (1 - a, )‘right

‘left = - nw
s

z 1/2
l- a,) /Rf

,’.,

(111-a)

(III-9)

(III-l• )

al * B, are the direction cosines of the 1ine of sight, between image transmitter

and receiver, relative to the x’, z’-axis, respectively, and Ws is the directed

distance between the specular point and the left-hand edge of the building,

shown in Fig. 111-4. The details of the method used to determine the position

of the specular point for scattering from buildings are given in Appendix E.

In writing Eq. (I II-1 ) it has been assumed that the transmitter antenna pat-

tern can be removed from inside the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction integral,

as was done in Section II. The justification for this assumption is provided

in Appendix K.

It should be mentioned that the diffraction formulas given for PBe, Paa

in Eqs. (111-4) and (111-8) are approximations which are valid when either al,

or 61, or both are zero. These formulas are derived from diffraction formu-

1as in physical op. its, cf. Sommerfeld,5 pp. 237-247, for which the line of
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sight between the source and the observer lies in a plane which is perpendic-

ular to the plane containing the diffraction aperture and parallel to one of

the edges of the aperture. It is only when this condition is true that the

two-dimensional diffraction integral can be factored into a product of one-

dimensional Fresnel integrals as given previously. When this condition is

not true, then it is necessary to express the diffraction integral as a

Fresnel surface integral, which leads to greatly complicated computational

procedures. These points a~ discussed in detail in Appendix F, where it is

shown that the preceding approximate ons for the diffraCtion fo~ul as are,.,

reasonably valid for a wide variety of conditions.

If the position of the specular point 1ies within the region defined by

the front face of the building, then its position is not changed. However, if

this is not the case, then it is repositioned as follows. *f ‘s < ‘{bottom’

. if h5 > HB + Hbottom)then hs is Set eqUal to Hbottom, then hs is set equal to

‘B + ‘bottom
; if Ws . 0, then Ws is set equal to O, and if Ws > WB, then IJ5is

set equal to WB. The justification for repositioning the specular point in

this manner is based on the geometric theory of diffraction.
8
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c. Computation of Multipath Parameters

The amplitude and phase of the multi path component due to scattering

from each building are given by

v~ = IPB[

i’B = ARG {PBaPBeReq } + k(R~+RJ-Rt-Rr),

(111-11)

(111-12)

, .

,,,
where Rt, Rr are the distances from the repositioned specular point to the

transmitter, receiver, respectively. If the specular point is not repositioned,

then we have, of course, R; = Rt, R; = Rr. Th,ecomputations required for the

planar directional angles, fractional Doppler frequency and relative time de-

lay are similar to those for the specular ground reflection given previously

in Eqs. (II-23) - (II-28). However, it should be noted that these parameters

are computed using the repositioned specular point. If there is no reposi-

tioning, then, of course, the original specular point is used to derive these

parameters.



D. Inclusion Of Ground Reflections

The computations presented previously in this section refer to a ray

path which extends from the transmitter to the building, or obstacle, and then

to the receiver. This ray path may be denoted as X-O-R. In addition to this

ray path, computations must be performed for three other ray paths which in-

volve ground reflections, as

includes a ground reflection

X-G-O-R, the second ray path

.
indicated in Fig. 111-5. One of these ray paths

between transmitter and obstacle, denoted as

involves a ground reflection between obstacle and

receiver, denoted as X-O-G-R, and the third ray path includes ground reflec-
...,

tions between transmitter and obstacle and between obstacle and receiver, de-

noted as X-G-O-G-R, cf. Fig. III-5. The multipath parameters for these other

three ray paths are computed in much the same manner as the X-O-R path by

using appropriate combinations of transmitter, image transmitter, receiver,

or image receiver positions, as wil1 now be described in detai1. It should

be pointed out that it is wel1 known from the mathematical models of Instru-

ment Landing System (ILS) multipath and experimental radar cross section de-

terminations, cf. Ref. 9 , that significant errors can occur if these addi-

tional ground reflection terms are ignored.-W

One possible means of handling the ground reflections, as shown in

Fig. 111-5, would be the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction integral approach out-

lined in Section II. However, this is rather unattractive from a

tional viewpoint since it would have to be applied simultaneously

hangar and both ground locations in all cases, including those in

multipath amplitude is rather low due to the particular geometry.
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we have instead chosen a

Babinet’s principle, cf.

simpler approach based on the method of images and

Refs, 5 and 7. In essence, the idea is as follows:

1. To handle path X-G-O-R, we consider the signal to be trans-

mitted from an image transmitter located beneath the given
,

.

transmitter and received by the actual aircraft. The image
,

antenna phase center is located a distance of 2ht beneath ,

the actual transmitter. The signal radiated by the image

transmitter is attenuated by Olg and shifted in phase by

$19 where
...,

Plg = effective reflection coefficient magnitude for

ground at geometric angle of reflection for path

X-G-O-R. (This takes into account the

roughness and dielectric @roperties. )

= or . Req

019 = phase change on reflection from ground

X-G-O-R.

= ARG{Req}

ground

for path

2. To handle path X-O-G-R, we consider the signal to be trans-

mitted by the actual transmitter and received by an image

aircraft located at a distance of 2hr below the actual air-

craft. The signal received by the image aircraft is atten-

uated by 029 and shifted in phase by 029, where 029 and $29

are the analogs to Plg and $19 for path X-G-O-R.
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3. To handle path

transmitted by

of 2ht beneath

X-G-O-G-R, we consider the signal to be

an image transmitter located a distance

the actual

an image aircraft located

the actual aircraft. The

transmitter is attenuated

transmitter, and received by

at a distance of 2hr below

signal radiated by the image

by PTg and shifted in phase

by $,g> while the signal received by the image air-

craft

The net received

corresponding to

in Fig. III-5.

is attenuated by p2g and shifted in phase by $29.

multipath signal then consists of four distinct components

the ray paths X-O-R, X-G-O-R, X-O-G-R, X-G-O-G-R, as shown

In Fig. III-6 we illustrate graphically the four ray paths to be con-

sidered. The computations required to determine the mul tipath components for

the three paths X-G-O-R, X-O-G-R, X-G-O-G-R are similar to those for the ray

path X-O-R which were presented previously in this section, except for the

following minor modifications. The positions of the transmitter, or receiv-

er, or possibly both, are changed to their locations as indicated previously

and illustrated in Fig. III-6. The computational procedure is used as

before, but with these new positions employed in the computations. In addi-

tion, the multipath amplitudes for the paths X-G-O-R, X-O-G-R, X-G-O-G-R are

multiplied by Olg, P29 and ~lg p2g3 respectively, where these quantities are

computed in a manner similar to that for Pr given in Eq. (II-7) and Req given

in Eqs. (11-10) and (11-11). The procedure used to determine the relative

phase shift, planar directional angles, fractional Ooppler frequency, and
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time delay for the multi path components for these three ray paths is similar

to that given previously in Eq. (111-16) and Eqs. (II-23) - (II-28). However,

we point out once again that the relative phase shift for these three multi-

path components is increased by 0,9, $29, and $19 + $29, respectively, where

these phase angles are due to the reflection from the ground and are computed,

respectively as ARG{Reql}, ARG{Req2?, ARG{Reql} + ARG{Req2}, where Reql S Req2

correspond to the ground reflection between transmitter and obstacle, and be-

tween obstacle and receiver, respectively.

The results of certain

aircraft multipath levels, as

tered by non-flat terrain off

model described above assumes

field measurements have shown that building or

a functi?n of height, can be substantially al-

the runway. However, the ground reflection

that the ground off the runway is at the same

height as the runway. This is generally not the case. For example, the

FAA suggests a dropoff at the runway edge to drain the rain which can accum-

U1ate. It has been pointed out by Horonjeff
10

that certain airports show

cases where the terrain 200 feet off the runway

below that of runway centerline.

A simple way in which this effect can be

model is to add a differential height parameter

each building and aircraft. When computing the

ground reflections, the image transmitter would

ht (image) = -ht t 2AZq

is 5 feet, or 25A at C-band,

taken into account in the

A$ to the description of

multi path parameters involving

be at a height of

(II I-’ 3)
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and the image receiver would be at a height of

hr(image) = -hr t 2A,Z
9’

(111-14)

The actual computational procedure for obtaining the multipath parameters for

the ray paths X-G-O-R, X-O-G-R, X-G-O-G-R, is similar to that described pre-

viously.

This summarizes the numerical algorithms used to include ground reflec-

tions for multipath from vertical structures. A few observations are in order,...

regarding the approximations made. The use of image theory is strictly valid

only for perfect conductors. For non-perfect conductors there is an error

,

that depends on the Fresnel reflection coefficient for the given surface. It

is believed that this error is smal1 if appropriate use is made of the re-

flection coefficient associated with the specular point for the ground re-

flection.

E. Compari son Of Results With Experiments And Geometric Diffraction
Theory

--

We now wish to present some computer validation results for the compu-

tational procedures presented in Sections II A-D. An idea can be obtained of
,

the operation of this computer program from the flow chart shown in Fig. III-7. -.

In order to present the computer validation results, we employ some data ob-

tained by ITT/Gilfi1lan
11 for obtaining reflections from an airport building

8
using the geometric theory of diffraction. These data are shown in Fig. III-8
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along with the physical geometric arrangement of the building, transmitter,

receiver, and the parameters used in the measurement. The corresponding result

obtained using the computational procedures given in Section III A-D is also

shown in Fig. 111-8. This result applies, of course, to the X-O-R ray path

which does not include any of the ground reflections between building and

transmitter, or receiver, that were discussed in Section III D. The data for

these latter ray paths are presented subsequently.

If we compare the results in Fig. III-8, it is seen that there is

reasonably good agreement between the two sets of data. The peak magnitude of

the reflection for both results is about.:3 dB and occurs in a specular region

of reflection that extends from 2400 to 2800 ~eet from the transmitter. The

geometric diffraction theory data of Fig. 111~8 show a decrease to about 55 dB,

and 42 d8 at 1000 ft and 4000 ft , respectively, which is also true of the

computational results. Thus, the two results are quite compatible. It is

worthwhile to point out that the present computational procedure presented in

Section 111 A-D is relatively simple and requires a small fraction of the com-

puter time required by the method based on the geometric theory of diffraction.

In fact, this latter method, as implemented by ITT/Gilfillan, would require

such large amunts of computer time as to rule out its use in the present pro-

gram for MS simulation. In addition, as pointed out previously, the results

of the present method are quite compatible with those based on geometric

theory of diffraction.

The results obtained for the other three ray paths, X-G-O-R, X-O-G-R,

X-G-O-G-R, discussed in Section II D, are presented in Fig. 111-9. It is
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interesting to note that the multipath amplitude levels depicted in Figs.

111-9b, c are significantly lower than those given in Fi3s. 111-8 and 111-9a. ‘

The reason for this is that the position of the specular point, for the ray

paths X-G-O-R, X-G-O-G-R, given in Figs. 111-9b,c, does not lie on the build-

ing, so that small values for PBa, PBe Y are obtained when Eqs. (III--4)and

(III-8) are employed, respectively.

We now point out”that the..results obtained using thecomputati.onal pro-

cedures presented in.Section. 111 A-D havealso beencompar.e.d with experimental c.

data formulti path amplitude”levels measuredat Logan airport, and at NAFEC.

These experimental data were.obtained at C~”6a.nd;lGHz, for hangars and “air-

craft at .Loganairport, and...fr::thescreenen located at NAFEC.’ Reasonablygood ,.

agreement was obtained between..the results ofthe computer program and these

experiwntal data.12’13 : Forthe. sak6 of completeness; someof these com-

parisons withexperimntal data .are no~~p~esented.”””

The Delta hangar depicted in Fig. 111-10 is a simple faced building.

The section to the left is metal clad and reflections from it can be compared

quantitatively to the results obtained with the model. The transmitter and

receiver were positioned as shown in Fig. III-ha, so that as the receiver

antenna height was changed, referred to as a mast run, the specular point

moved vertically along the face of this left-hand section. As the specular

point moved across the lower edge of the large metal part

building, edge diffraction was observed. The results are

of the model in Fig. 111-11, and it is seen that there is
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( Fig. 111-10. The Delta hangar located at Logan airport.
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We now

Phase II MLS

present some of

contractors for

the

the

in Fig. 111-12. An illustration

azimuth multipath at rollout, as

experimental data obtained by some of the

screen located at NAFEC, which is depicted

of this is provided by the data for test 1,

shown in Fig. 111-13a. The screen is oriented

to produce maximum multipath at 5500 ft from the azimuth site. The multipath

is out of bean by 30° in the azimuth plane and is, therefore, easily resolved

from the direct signal by the directivity of the scanning function. Fig-

ures 111-13b and 111-13c indicate relative multipath amplitude levels obtained

from computer simulation, and three contractors’ data for the two required

tests. The simulation concurs with’ the Bendix data from the original Phase

tests.12 In the supplemental tests, the screen was apparently misaligned

horizontally and vertically.

II

Similar behavior also occurred in test 2, azimuth multipath at threshold.

The screen is oriented for a multipath maximum at 7500 ft from the azimuth

transmitter, as shown in Fig. 111-14a. The relative multi path amplitude

levels for two horizontal cuts are illustrated in Fig. 111-14b,c. The simu-

lation, with parameters selected to fit the Bendix configuration, concurs

with the origins” Bendix tests on the horizontal cuts,
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IY. SCATTERING FROM

A discussion is

AIRGRAFT

now presented of the computations that were used to ob-

tain the multi path propagation components due to scattering from aircraft.

The computations are similar to those given in Section III for scattering from

buildings. This algorithm, described in Section IV C, is based on diffraction

by a rectangular aperture and divergence of rays. ..T.hiscomputational method -

has been checked bycompa.ring its results with experimental field measurements, “

as well as geometric theory of diffraction, 8 and the data are presented in

Section IV D.
,. .

It is”assumed that only the..fuselag.e.,.i.e.,.main body; and the tail fin

arel ikely to produce significant mult.ipath levels, due to scatterin.3,..fOF

representative: geometries. Moreover, we ne.gl,ectshieldingbythe wings. This

model isquite similar to the moreelaborate..model presented in Crispin..and.

Siegel ,g”pp.”318-319. It’’might.be observed that many seconda~y detai1s, such

as the front and rear of the fuselage, leading

and engines, which are ignored in our model do

significant MLS multi path levels are conerned.

and tra+l ing edges of wings,

not seem important insofar as

For example, the theoretical

and experimental results for a Convair 990 model in Crispin and Siegel ,9

pp. 322-323, suggest that the multipath amplitude levels from these other sur-

faces are always at least 15 d8 below that of the fuselage and tai1 fin. The

fuselage and tai1 fin are treated independently in the subsequent analysis.

A. Circular Cylinder Model For Fuselage

As pointed out previously, it is assumed that the fuselage is likely to

6n
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produce significant multi path levels due to scattering from aircraft. The

specific model assumed for the fuselage is that it can be considered as a hor-

izontal circular cyl inder of length LF and diameter DF whose center is at a

height of hF above the ground, as shown in Fig. IV-1. In addition, it is

assumed that the fuselage can be modeled as a smooth perfect conductor.

The actual fuselage length entered in the computer table, or memory, is

!F and is typically the length that would be obtained from an engineering

drawing for the aircraft. However, the fuselage length used in the subsequent
t

computations is IF = 1
F - LT, where IT is the length of the tail fin, cf.

Fig. IV-1. This fuselage length extends from the front edge of the tai1 fin

to the cockpit end of the aircraft. This procedure was found to be desirable

in order to provide agreement between the results of the computation and

multi path field measurements taken at Logan airport. 13

It is assumed that the transmitter and receiver are on the same side of

the fuselage in order to observe scattering from the fuselage at the receiver.

If this is not true, then the fuselage is not oriented for scattering and the

multipath signal amplitude is set to zero. These assumptions are discussed in

greater detail in Appendix G.

-.
B. Circular Cylinder Model For Tail Fin

It has been mentioned

significant multipath levels

modeled as two sections of a

dius Rtail, as shown in Fig.

previously that the tail fin is likely to produce

due to scattering from aircraft. The tail fin is

vertical circular cylinder of height HT and ra-

IV-2. In addition, it is assumed that the tail

61
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IF (= !*F -1=) = fuselage len@h used In computations

Fig. IV-1 . tidel used to determine multipath paramters due to scattering
from aircraft.
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fin can

to that

be modeled as a smooth perfect conductor. This assumption is similar

presented previously in Secticn IV A for the fuselage.

The transmitter and receiver are assumed to be on the same side of the

tail fin in order to observe scattering fram the tail fin at the receiver. If

this is not true, then the tail fin is not oriented fcr scattering and the re-

ceiver signal .i.s..setto zero.: These assumptions are discussed in detail in

Appendix”’G.. .

c. Method Based On Diffraction By .Rectangular Aperture And Divergence
07 Rays

The amplitudeand “phaseof the’multipath..components due to scattering

from aircraft.are computed by employing..themethod of”images awd Babinet’s

principle, cf< Sommerfeld,5 p. 204 and:Silver.,.7p. 167YS0 thatwe may con-

sider..the equivalent problem of diff~action by,a.rectangular openingin an

opaque screen. This procedure is similar to that de”scribed.previously in Sec-

tion 11”1for the corresponding prob~~m involving buildings. However, in the

present case, when dealing with aircraft, a correction factor14 is applied to

take into account the divergence of rays from the CY1indrical surfaces used to

model the fuselage and tail fin.

The complex reflection coefficient of the multipath component due to

scattering from aircraft is computed in a manner similar to that for buildings

given in Eq. (III-l), as . .

‘A = ‘AapAepRpt ‘eq

64
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where pt and pR were given in Eqs. (III-2) and (III-3), respectively, and

Req is computed similar to the manner indicated in Eqs. (11-10) and (11-11).

In computing Req, it is assumed that the depolarization loss is due to re-

flection

specular

factors,

tail fin.
+

from a tilted planar facet which is tangent to the cylinder at the

point. The quantities PAa, PAe are the azimuthal and elevation

respectively, and are computed differently for the fuselage and the

The computation of these quantities depends on the determination

of the specular point, so that the details for computing the position of this

specular point for reflection from a cylinder are given in Appendix G and

apply to both fuselage and tai1 fin compo”tations.

We first consider the case of the fuselage, so that the factor pAa

corresponds to the azimuthal factor for a building, i .e. , the geometry of

Fig. IV-3 is applicable with IF playing the role of WB, which was defined pre-

viously as the width of the building. ThuS the computation of ~
Aa is done in

a manner ‘imila~ to that for pBa 9iven previously in Eqs. (111-8) - (III-IO).

The factor pAe accounts for the divergence due to the curved surface

of the fuselage. Since the factor pAa accounts for the finite length of the

fuselage, ~Ae is computed as if the fuselage were an infinite cylinder, For

% purposes of discussion, we will use a coordinate system whose x ‘-axis coin-

cides with that of the fuselage center, with the y’-axis located above, or be-

10W, the SPeCUlar point as illustrated in Fig, IV-3. we can use the diver-

gence formula, Eq. (22), p. 69, given by Riblet and Barker14 to obtain
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[

-1/2
2R0 sin2@x

pAe= l+R ~“~ Cos et 1 9 (IV-2)

‘t ‘r
‘here‘o = Rt + Rr ‘ Rfus

is the radius of the cylinder, or fuselage, and the
+

angles Bt, Ox are the angles between the incident vector Rt and the normal to
+

the cylinder, and between Rt and the axis of the cylinder, respectively, as

shown in Fig. IV-3.

If the specular point does not lie on the fuselage, then it is repos

tioned as follows. If X’s < 0, then X’s,is set equal to zero, while if X’s >

LF, then X’s is set equal to IF, cf. Fig. IV-3. The justification for repos-

itioning the specular point in this way is based on

diffraction.8

We now consider scattering from the tail fin

again, it is assumed that the tail fin is a perfect

the geometric theory of

of an aircraft.

conductor whose

Once

multipath-

to-direct signal amplitude ratio is given by Eq. (IV-l). The factor pAe for

the tail fin corresponds to the elevation factor for a building, i.e., the

geometry of Fig. 111-1 should be compared to that of Fig, IV-2a, so that we

have the correspondence hb = Hbottom, Ht = HB. The appropriate expressions

to employ for computing p8e are given by Eq. (III-4) - (III-6).

The computation of the azimuthal factor, pAa, is complicated by the

fact that the tail fin has been modeled as only a section of

that it does not scatter energy over a wide range of angles.

the following conditions in performing the computations:

a cylinder, so

We have assumed
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(1)

(2)

The multipath signal is zero if the specular point lies

outside the tail fin in azimuth, i.e. , outside the angu-

lar limits defined by the angle Otail in Fig. IV-2b.

The multipath signal can be predicted by the general

divergence formula for a full cylinder if the specu-

lar point lies within the tail fin in azimuth. .
.

It should be noted that condition (1) implies that energy scattered from the .

tail fin will be observable, i.e. , non-zero, over an angular sector of approx-

imately 2etai1 radians in extent. If the transmitter-tail fin-receiver orien-

tation does satisfy condition (l), then we can use the divergence formula,

Eq. (22), p. 69, given by Riblet and Barker14 to obtain

[

-1/2
2R0 sin28x

‘Aa
= 1+

‘tail Cos ‘t1 , (IV-3)

‘t ‘r
where R. was defined previously as ~ , Rtail is the radius of the cyl-

r
inder, or tail fin, and the angles @t, Ox are defined in a manner similar to

that for the fuselage scattering problem, cf. Eq. (IV-2), and are shown in

Fig. IV-4.

If the specular point does not lie on the tail fin, then it is reposi-

tioned as follows. If Z’s < hb, then Z’s is set equal to hb, and if Z’s > hb

+ Ht, then Z’s is set equal to hb + Ht. The justification

the specular point in this manner is, once again, based on

theory of diffraction.
8

for repositioning

the geometric

It should also be noted that the ground reflection multipath components
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are computed, for the fuselage and tail fin in a manner similar to that for

buildings given in Section III D. Thus, there is a total of eight multipath

Components for each aircraft, four are associated with scattering from the

fuselage, and the other four are due to the tail fin. In addition, we men-

tion that the justification for removing the transmitter antenna pattern from

inside the Fresnel integrals, for the aircraft scattering

to that given previously in Section 111 B for the case of

buildings.

D. Computation Of Multipath Parameters
,.’,

The amplitude and phase of the multipath component

from either the fuselage or tail fin are given by

VA= [PA I 9

4A= ARG{PAaPAe Req} t k(R’tt R’r - Rt - Rr) ,

problem, is similar ‘

scattering from

due to scattering

(IV-4)

(IV-5)

where R’t, R’r are the distances from the repositioned specular point to the

transmitter, receiver, respectively. If the specular point is not repositioned,

then we have, of course, R’t = Rt , R’r = Rr . The computations required for

the planar directional angles, fractional Ooppler frequency and relative time

delay are similar to those for the specular ground reflection given previously ..

in Eqs. (II-23) - (11-28). However, it should be noted that these parameters
..

are computed using the repositioned specular point. If there is no reposi-

tioning, then, of course, the original specular point is used to derive these

parameters. The additional considerations required for the X-G-O-R, x-O-G-R,
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X-G-O-G-R ray paths are similar to those used in the computations for scat-

tering from buildings, discussed in detail in Section III O.

E. Comparison of Results With Experiments And Geometric Diffraction
Theory

We now present some computer validation data for the computational pro-

cedures presented in Sections IV

computer program can be obtained

In order to present the computer

A-O. An indication of the operation of this

from the flow chart depicted in Fig. IV-5.

validation results we employ some data due

to ITT/Gilfillanll for reflections from a DC-10 fuselage. The ITT/Gilfillan
.~”

computations used the geometric theory of diffraction.
a

These data are shown

in Fig. IV-6 along with the physical geometric arrangement of the aircraft

fuselage, transmitter and receiver, and the parameters used in the measurement.

The corwsponding data gotten by using the computational procedures given in

Sections IV A-D are depicted in Fig. IV-6. This result applies to the X-O-R

path, for which the ray path does not include any of the ground reflections be-

tween aircraft and transmitter, or receiver, that were discussed in Section II ID.

The results for these latter ray paths are presented subsequently.

If we compare the data in Fig. IV-6, we see that there is good agree-

ment between the two sets of results. The magnitude of the reflection for

both”results is about -20 to -30 dB in a specular region of reflection that

extends from about 60 to 260 feet from the transmitter. The geometric dif-

fraction theory data of Fig. IV-6 show a decrease to 40 da at 40 and 2a0 feet,

which is also true of the computational results presented in Fig. IV-6. Thus,

the two sets of data are quite compatible. The data obtained for the other
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three ray paths, X-G-O-R, X-O-G-R, X-G-O-G-R, discussed in Section III D, are

presented in Fig. IV-7. It should be noted that directive antennas were used

by ITT/Gilfi llan, at the transmitter and receiver, so that the multipath

amplitude levels, for the ray paths given in Fig. IV-7 would have a minimal

effect on those observed in Fig. IV-6.

We now point out that the results obtained using the computational pro-

cedures presented in Section IV have also been compared with experimental data

for multipath amplitude levels,measured at Logan airport. These experimental

data were obtained at C-band for var~ous aircraft, such as the Boeing 747,, ..

shown in Fig. IV-8, in a series

Lincoln Laboratory. Reasonably

results of the computer program

sent some of these measurements

observed due to scattering fmm

of measurements which were supervised by

good agreemnt was also obtained between the

and

for

the

these experimental data.
13

We now pre-

relative multipath amplitude levels

tail fin of a B747 at Logan airport.

These measurements will serve as validation data for the computational model,

for scattering from a tail fin, discussed in Section IV C.

Figure IV-9a illustrates the geowtry of the transmitter and receiver

-. relative to the Boeing 747 shown in Fig. IV-8. Note that the angle of the

incoming ray, referenced to the centerline of the plane, is 20° while that

of the outgoing ray is 35°. The curvature of the tail is responsible for

this result. A receiver mast run was performed and the measured levels are

superimposed on top of the mdel results, for the ray path X-O-R, in Fig.

IV-9b. We see that the data follow the overall shape of the model curve as

well as agreeing in level. Similar measurements and results were also obtained

for DC-10 and B 727 aircraft.
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Fig. IV-7. Results of computation of multipath amplitude, for geometry
shown in Fig. IV-6, by means of present method, for ray paths X-G-O-R,
X-O-G-R, X-G-O-G-R.
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AIM POINT FOR TRANSkll TTER ANTENNA

Fig. IV-8. Boeing 747 airplane used in tail fin multipath masuremnts
at Logan airport.
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v. DIFFUSE SCATTERItjG FROM GROU!4D

A. IlethodBased on Very Rough Surface Model

A presentation is now given of the computations which were used to

obtain the multi path propagation components due to diffuse scattering from

the ground. These diffusely scattered waves arrive at the aircraft receiver

antenna from a wide range of angles in both azimuth and elevation, due to

radiation from a large surface area on the ground known as the glistening

surface, cf. Ref. 3 , p. 356. In addition, the phase angles and amplitudes

of these diffusely scattered waves cannot be predicted, from a practical
, ,,.

computational point of view, for any rough surface which is a sample function

from the ensemble of such rough surfaces. It is only possible to obtain

average functional for these values, where, as usual , the averages are taken

with respect to the ensemble of rough surfaces.

Once again, as was done in Section II, the ground is assumed to be

modeled as a rough surface with a Gaussian height distribution, with root-

mean-square roughness height, uh, and a Gaussian correlation coefficient with

correlation length, U2. The parameter, uh, may, or may not, be the same as

the corresponding parameter introduced in Section 11. In order to obtain

tractable computations, it is assumed that the surface is very rough, and

that it is perfectly conducting. In this case, we may use the theory devel-

15
and Barrick,16

17
oped by Kodis, and used by McGarty, in assessing the

performance of the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS). The following

assumptions are required in the analysis:
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(1)

(2)

(3)
.

than the wavelength.

The condition given in assumption (3) implies that the surface is very rough.

The geowtry assumed for diffuse scattering is shown in Fig. V-1. The

mean-square value of

directly transmitted

< IES12 >

/EolZ

the scattered field at the receiver, relative to the
..~-

field, is

(v-l )

where u is the bistatic radar cross section for the rough surface, It has

been shown by Barrick
16

that

.,

The radius of curvature everywhere on the scattering

surface must be much greater than the wavelength of

the incident radiation.

)lultiple scattering effects can be neglected.

The root-mean-square surface height is much greater

[1u(e~, $~, @i) = + exp - * IR(C)12 , (V-2)

where eS, $S are the scattering angles, @i is.the incidence angle, all depicted ~

in Fig. V-1, and

1/2
(sin2@i - 2 sin$i sin@S cos6s + sin2$S)

tan y = , (v-3)
Cos$i + cos$~

s = 2 Uhlat , (v-4)
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-.

.sin$i sin$S sin2e5 + a2 a3
R(c) = (v-5)

4 sin2~ COS2<
9

a2 = Cos$i

a3 = sin$i

[
cos~ = ;

sin@5 + sin$i c0s@5 c0se5 s (V-6)

COS05 + Cos$i sin$5 c05e5 s (v-7)

J1 - SinOi sin$5 COS05 + COS$i COS$s) . (V-8)

We now define the channel spread function, K(e,$), as the power per
...,

square radian incident at the receiver, relative to the directly transmitted

power, coming from directions O in azimuth and $ in elevation, cf. Fig. V-1.

This function may be

K(e,$) =

obtained from Eq. (V-1) as

1
< IE512 >

AeA$ IEO]2

L {J (&)*0 ‘Xdy 14nAeA@

where S is the incremental area defined in the xy-plane

A$ . It is straightforward to evaluate K(e ,$) from Eqs.

noting that dxdy = pdpde, p = hr tan $,% = hr sec2@ =

2 o(e + a(e, $), $; B(e, $))tan$
K(O,$) = ~

Rt2(e,$)

(v-9)

by the increments A8,

(V-2) and (V-9) by

Rr2(e,@), so that

, (v-lo)
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where it has been assumed that AO, A$ + O, and where the dependence of the

various quantities in Eq. (V-1O) on 0,$ has been taken into account and use

has been made of the fact that OS = o t a, $S = $, $i = B, cf. Fig. V-1. In

theory, AO,A$would be chosen so that the incremental area Ax Ay defined in

the xy-plane is, say, al x Uk in area. However, in general , this would lead

to a prohibitively large number of grid cel1s defined in the xy-plane, unless

some effort is made to limit the range of the angles @ and $. One method for

doing this is to limit the grid cells to lie within the glistening surface,

as defined by Beckmann and Spizzichino, 3 pp. 255-266. An alternative simpler

method is used in which the channel <pread function, K(e, $) , given in Eq.

(V-1O) is examined for various values of 6,$ to determine the range of angles

in which K(e,$) is significant, i.e. , within 10 dB of its maximum value. This

range of values for 6,$ is then retained to determine the grid mesh defined

in the xy-plane. If the total number of grid cells defined in this manner is

Stil1 too large, greater than 25, then the incremental area is taken as a

square whose side is as lar9e as, saY, 3UL. In the event that the number of

grid cells is still too large, the range of 8,$ is limited further, so that

K(e,$) is within 5 dB of its peak value. This procedure produces a computa-

tionally feasible method for obtaining the diffusely scattered component from

the ground .

The relative magnitude of the scattered wave coming from the direction

9 to 8 + Ae, in azimuth, and @ to $ + A$, in elevation, is

VD(e,O) = K1’2(0,0) . (A8AO)
1/2

, (V-n)

..
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where the relative phase shift, VD(e,O) , is randomly

val (-n,m) for each different pair of angles (e,$).

angles, fractional Doppler frequency, and time delay

ponent is computed in a manner similar to that given

selected from the inter-

The planar directional

for each multipath com-

in Section II, Eqs.

(II-23 through (II-28).

. It is necessary to be aware of hovfthe phase angle $D(e,$) changes as

the receiver moves to a new position. In order to do this, the following pro-

cedure is used. We consider the phase angle VD(ei,$j), i = 1, M, j = 1, N,

associated with the i j-th pair of spatial angles, Oi , @j, and the vector ~. .
lJ

which points from the receiver along the’direction defined by this pair of

angles. This vector intersects the ground, or xy-plane, at a point whose

coordinates are (xi,yj) at the center of the i j-th cel1 defined in the ground

plane grid mesh. Now, as the receiver, or aircraft, moves to a new position,

the vector Ri ,j, intersects

search is made to determine

point lies, and let us call

the ground plane at a new point (xi,, yj, ). A

in which cell, of the original grid mesh, this

it the k L-th cell. In this case, the phase

R

angle ~D(Oi,,$j, ) is set equal to $D(@k, $l). If the k L-th cell falls out-

side the boundaries of the original grid mesh, then $D(ek, ek) is chosen

randomly and independently, once again, from the interval (-m,n) and set equal

‘o $D(Oil , $jl
). This procedure is repeated a number of times, depending on

the number of receiver positions which are of interest. We note that to

obtain the total signal at the receiver due to the diffuse scattering from the

ground, it is necessary to sum the contributions for the individual waves for
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all angles ei, $j, i=l, M,j=l, N. In addition, the computer program

limits the total number of multipath components to be less than or equal to

25, i.e., MN <25. This is found to be adequate for considering only those

components with significant amplitude, as noted previously.

The computations required for the planar directional angles, fractional

Doppler frequency and relative time delay, for each diffusely scattered ground

multipath component, are similar to those for the specular ground reflection

given previously in Eqs. (11-23) - (II-28).

B. Computer Validation Data

We now present some computer validation results for the multipath sub-

routine which performs the computations for diffuse scattering from the ground

which were described in Section V A, In

in Fig. V-2 contours of constant levels,

(V-1O), versus the angles 6 and $. This

order to do this, we have plotted

in dB, for K(e,$), as given in Eq.

diagram corresponds to that given in

Fig. 45, p. 96, by McGarty.
17

It is seen that the two sets of data agree

quite well, so that they serve, at least, as a partial check for the program.

In Fig. V-3, we have plotted max VD(e,$) for a typical linear 3°
-T<e:$:T

flight path. The fluctuation of this multipath component is seen from this

figure to be quite rapid along the flight path, In addition, the level of

this multipath component is quite small, on the order of -35 dB, and less.

This behavior appears to be quite typical for the diffuse ground scattered

multipath component. It should be observed that the low level of this multi-

path component tends to make it relatively unimportant for the evaluation of

MLS performance by means of the computer simulation program.
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Fig. V-3. Plot of amplitude, in dB, of diffuse ground scattering multipath
component, with largest amplitude, vs altitude for transmitter at (-500, O, 8),
receiver on linear 3° flight path between (9000, O, O) and (21000, O, 600),
uh=o.5’, aL =1.0’,
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It should be wntioned that the computer program which computes the

amplitudes of the diffusely scattered ground multipath components requires a

considerable amount of computer time per flight evaluation point, typically

about 0.1 seconds of IBh!370/168 computer time, cf. Section VIII. Thus, there
,-
:. is an option in the program which enables one to skip this computation and

perfom only those for the other multipath para~ters. This latter computation

does not require a significant amount of computer time. The operation of this

computer program can be determined from the flow chart given in Fig. V-4.

.7.

“.
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Fig. V-4. Flow chart for program which computes multipath parameters for
diffuse scattering from ground.
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VI. SHADOWING DUE TO RUNWAY HUMPS

A. Circular Cylindrical Model For Runway Hump

“.

A discussion is now presented of the shadowing, or attenuation, of the

directly transmitted signal due to the convex runway surfaces, or humps, which

occur in a typical airport environment. It is assumed that a circular cylin-

drical model can be employed for the runway hump, as shown in Fig. VI-1. The

hump is assumed to lie on the runway, so that the axis of the cylinder is per-

pendicular to the xz-plane of the standard coordinate system shown in Fig. II-1.

The circular cylindrical runway hump thus straddles the x-axis of the standard
.:-

coordinate system shown in Fig. 11-1. In order to have shadowing take place,

it is assumed that both the transmitter and receiver must lie close to the

xz-plane. In Fig. VI-1 we have shown a side view of the runway hump. This

view represents a coordinate system which has been rotated from the standard

coordinate system into that defined by the line-of-sight vector between the

transmitter and receiver. All computations are performed in this rotated

coordinate system.

It is easily seen from Fig. VI-1 that

‘1

‘2

where a is

Fig. VI-1.

‘2

* 1/2
= (Tx2+TZ2 -a) , (VI-1)

* 1/2
= (Rx2+RZ2 -a) , (VI-2)

the radius of the circular CY1indrical runway hump, as shown in

Wealso have

= tan ‘1(RZ/RX) (VI-3),
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61 = 92 + tan-1 (S2/a) , (VI-4)

03 = tan-l(TZ/TX) , (VI-5)

@4 = 83 + tan-l (S1/a) , (VI-6)

so that the angle e may be determined from Eqs. (VI-3) - (VI-6) as

e=m-el-e4

=m -tan ‘l(RZ/RX)- tin-,l(S2/a)

- tan-l (TZ/TX)- tan‘l(S1/a) .

The ratio of

by Wait and Conda18

the diffracted wave to free-space

to be given by

-J I
F( ~a)) - ~) c-ja2 ,

where F(x) is the Fresnel integral defined previously

-jr/4

F(.) = ~
n

, and

1/3

x=(g) ~ ,

91

(VI-7)

signal has been shown

(VI-8)

in Eq. (II-34),

(VI-9)
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1/2

()

2ks1s2

a= ~ (;) ,

2ks1s2 /2 (2,ka)l/3()u=E=—
x $

S1 + s. 2
c

(VI-1O)

(VI-11)

where k is the wavenumber. The complex-valued function G(x) has been given

by Wait and Conda18 in Fig. 2 on p. 187. In particular, we are interested in

their function G(x) depicted in Fig. 2b since it applies to the case of hori-

zontal polarization, or for the case of vertical polarization, dielectric

surface, as implied by Wait and Conda.18.-

We have used the following approximations for the real and imaginary

parts of G(x)

{
Re G(x))= - 0.216 x2-0.593x + 0.103 , _ _-2< X<-1

= -0.133x t 0.346, -l<x<l.25

= 0.09067x2 -0.388x t 0.52333, 1.25 < x~2.00

= w(:)= 0.1994711/x, asymptotic case

f2XT
(VI-12)
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“.

Im$(x)} = -0.24 x2-0.36x-0.22, -2 :X5-1

= -0,0704x2 -0.0616x-0.0912, -1 < xEO.125

= 0.03371x2-0.06629x-.09224, 0.125 < x S*. O

sin(~) = -0.1gg4711/x, asymptotic case.=- (VI-13),.:
2x~

We have plotted the real and negative imaginary parts of G(x) in Fig. VI-2. A

comparison of this figure with Fig. 2b of Wait and

a good approximation for G(x) has been obtained.

The amplitude and phase of the direct wave,

owing is taken into account, are obtained from Eq.

‘SH = ED/Do

$SH = ARG$D/Eo]

Conda,18 p. 187,

after the effect

(vI-8) as

shows that

of shad-

(VI-14

(VI-15)

The relative time delay of the shadowed direct wave is taken to be zero. If

the line of sight between the transmitter and receiver lies above the top of

the runway hump, then the planar directional angles and fractional Doppler

frequency of the shadowed direct wave are computed as indicated previously in

Section 11 A, Eqs. (II-23) - (II-27). If this line of sight fal
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top of the hump, then it is repo3ition2d to obtain an equivalent specular

point, so to speak, at the top of the hump. U3ing the coordinate of this

equiva~entspecular point, the planar directional angles and fractional

Doppler frequency are computed in the usual manner.

If the shadowing effect due to a runway hump is computed using the pre-

“. ceding algorithm, .t.henthecemputation-of the specular ground reflec.t.ion..multi-

path:co”mponent,:outli.ned:in Section 11, is omitted. The reason for this .i3

thatthe..shadowed direct wave includes this ..component”asa consequence of the

theoretical development due &oWait and Conda18 which .has been..employed in the

comp~~ati ons.
...=..

It is desirable to check for certain conditions in.order todetemine

whether it is appropriate .to compute .the shadowing effect dueto a runway hump

using thepreceding a:lg.oritl!rn.If any one of the followitig conditions. is true,

then:the shadowing effect isnot: determined and thecomputation is performed.

for.the.multipath.component due to specular ground

Section 11. This multipath component is then used

direct wave to determine the total signal ,observed

ditions are

(A) USO.7 ,

(8) XS-2 ,

(C) U’ s0.65,

a<o

“reflection indicated in

along with the unattenuated

at the receiver. These con-
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(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

Receiver or transmitter position interior to runway hump,

Receiver and transmitter positions on same side, relative to top

of runway hump,

Runway hump is not in line of sight,

System is EL1 or

where u’ is defined in

distances S~’, S2’ are

the runway hump to the

EL2, but not azimuth or DME,

a manner similar to u given in Eq. (VI-11) except that

used, which are defined as distances from the top of

transmitter and receiver, respectively. Conditions

(A) and (B) were obtained from the Kesults of Wait and Conda ,18 and are re-

lated to the criteria required for their solution to be applicable. The con-

dition (C) was obtained empirically by attempting to match the results of the

computation with experimental data due to the R.A.E. (U.K.).lg taken at C-band

at Bedford airport, which will be discussed extensively in Section VI B. This

latter condition is required in order to limit the applicability of the solu-

tion when the receiver position is close to the top of the runway hump.

Conditions (D), (E) and (F) are obvious ones and require no explanation,

while condition (G) is required since runway hump shadowing occurs for azimuth

and DME systems but not for EL1 and flare systems. The reason for this is

that the azimuth and DME systems are usually located beyond the stop end of

the runway, while ELI and flare are located off to the side of the runway,

near the glide path intercept point, so that these former systems will have

their transmitted signals shadowed by the hump, but these latter systems will

not be shadowed from the receiver.

.“
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B. Comparison Of Results With Experimental Measurements

The flow chart for the computer program which determines

effect due to a runway hump is given in Fig. VI-3. We now wish

the shadowing

to compare the

results obtained with this subprogram with some experimental measurements due

to Neugebauer and Bachynski. 20 These data were obtained from model experi-

ments made in the laboratory at K-band. The geometry of the diffraction ex-

periment is shown in Fig. VI-4 along with the corresponding results obtained

using the computational procedure given in Section VI A. In particular, we

have plotted
.~-

D+30
p = 20 LOGIO (VSH) - 8 - 20 LOG1O (~) s (VI-15)

where D is the distance from the top of the knife edge. The last two terms in

Eq. (VI-15) represent the path loss, in d8, due to

from the results for diffraction by a knife edge21

ence 20 by noting that the diffraction loss is 6

the same height as the top of the knife edge.

If we compare the results of Fig. VI-4 with

distance and can be derived

given in Fig. 7b of refer-

dB when the receiver is at

those in Fig. 8b of refer-

ence 20 , we see that there is excellent agreement. These latter results have

been plotted as a function of wavelength, but the wavelength can be consid-

ered to be a normalizing parameter so that a correspondence with the present

results may be made by letting A = 0.2 feet, which is the wavelength, at C-band
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Fig. VI-3.
runway hump
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chart for program which computes shadowing effect due to
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that was employed in

by Wait and Conda, 18

the computations. This correspondence has also been made

cf. Fig. 4b, p. 189.

A comparison is now given of the computational results obtained for the

signal loss due to runway hump shadowing, as outlined in Section VI A, with

some experimental data due to the R.A.E. (U.K.).19 These data are shown in

Fig. VI-5 which depicts the C-band signal loss along the 8edford main runway,

as well as the runway profile. The corresponding computational results are

also shown in Fig. VI-5, and it is seen that there is reasonably good agree-

ment between the two sets of data all.along the runway.

also observed between the R.A.E.
19

experimental data at

runway and the corresponding computational results.

We also wish to compare the present computational
..

This agreement was

the Farnborough main

results with exper-

imental data due to Thomson - CSF.~z These results are shown in Fig. VI-6,

which depicts the C-band signal loss at Coulomiers airport, and the runway

profile. The corresponding computational results are also shown in Fig. VI-6

for three possible values for the radius of the circular cylindrical runway

hump. The best agreement is obtained for the largest value of the radius for

which there is excellent agreement with the experimental data.

We mention finally that

way hump, the details of which

computational results obtained

a triangular model was considered for the run-

are presented in reference 19 . However, the

for this model could not be made to agree with

any of the experimental data due to the R. A. E.19 at C-band. Thus, this

model was abandoned in favor of the circular cylindrical model for the runway

hump.
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VII. SHADOWING DUE TO AIRCRAFT OR BUILDINGS APPROACHING LINE OF SIGHT

We now wish to discuss the shadowing, or attenuation, of the directly-

transmitted signal due to buildings and aircraft which can lie close to the

1ine of sight between transmitter and receiver. Unlike the situations des-

cribed in Sections III and IV, the plane containing the obstacle is located

between the transmitter and the receiver so that a shadowing, and not a scat-

tering, phenomenon is observed. The shadowing buildings consist typically of

hangars, or large-size trucks, located at the side of the runway, while the

shadowing due to aircraft can occur for any of the following situations:
....

(1) Blockage of transmitted signal by another landing aircraft on

same glide path as the aircraft receiver.

(2) Blockage of transmitted signal by an aircraft rol1ing out, or

sibly taking off over the azimuth site.

(3) Blockage of transmitted signal by a taxiing aircraft passing

the

pos-

through, or very near, the 1ine of sight between the transmitter

and aircraft receiver.

These cases are depicted in Fig, VII-1.

A. Models for Shadowing Aircraft and Buildings

For the purpose of computing the shadowing effect, the building is mod-

eled as a vertical flat plate as shown in Fig. VII-2a. This model is similar

to that presented in Section 111 for scattering from buildings, cf. Fig. 111-1,

with the sole exception that no provision is made for a possible tilt of the
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building, relative to the ground plane, in the present case. That is, the

shadowing building is assumed to 1ie in a vertical plane which is perpendicu-

lar to the ground plane.

The shadowing aircraft is assumed to be modeled in terms of three pos-

sible profiles, as shown in Fig. VII-2b through VII-2d, These profiles are

determined by the viewing angles of the shadowing aircraft, as seen from the

transmitter. The detai1s of the method used to compute these viewing angles,

and the determination of the aircraft profile therefrom, are presented in Ap-

pendix H. The front-back, bottom-top, profiles for aircraft, shown in Figs.

VII-2b, d, respectively, would be obtained typically for the shadowing air-

craft traveling on the same glide path as, and in front of, the aircraft re-

ceiver, as shown in Fig. VII-lb,c. However, the side profile for aircraft,

shown in Fig. VII-2C, would be obtained typical lY for the shadowing aircraft

taxiing near the runway, as indicated in Fig. VII-id.

B. Method Based on Computation of Complex Amplitudes of Edge Rays

We now wish to present the method which was empleyed to compute the

shadowing effect due to buildings and aircraft which can 1ie close to the 1ine
“.

of sight between transmitter and receiver. The basis of the method 1ies in

a straightforward application of Babinet’s principle, c f. Sommerfeld,5 P. 204,

which states that the field due to a blockin9 screen, or rectan91e, is equal to

the unperturbed field less the field through a rectangular opening in an

opaque screen. In this result, the shape of the blocking rectangle is, of

course, identical to that of the rectangular opening, i.e., these diffraction
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openings are said to be complementary.

It was assumed in Section VII A that the shadowing building could be

modeled as a rectangular screen , and that the shadowing aircraft could be mo-

deled as three, or possibly two, rectangular screens, cf. Fig. VII-2. Thus ,

the prob~em is equivalent to that of diffraction by a rectangular opening in

an opaque screen as shown in Fig. VII-3. They’z’ -axes are located inthe.

plane defined bytke rectangular opening, with ““theorigin located at the cen-

ter of the rectangle, as depicted in Fig. VII-3: The coordinates of the

transmitter and receiver must be.obtained by means of a transformation of co-

ordinates. For.the case of a shadowing Eu’ilding, these transformations are simi-

lar to those given .in Appendix E; with”the .s.oleexception that the second

transformation of coordinates due to the tilt angle of the bu$lding .i.snot..

required. When dealing with shadowing aircraft, the transformation” of ‘coor-

dinates required is somewhat morecomplex.,. and is..described in detail” in Ap-

pendix H. Once the positions of the transmitter and receiver have been de-

termined in the x’y ’z’-coordinate system, shown in Fig, VII-3, the point of

intersection of the line of sight with the y’z’-plane can be computed in a

manner similar to that presented in Appendix E for computing the position of

-\
the specular point for scattering from buildings.

Thus, using the results of Sommerfeld,5 pp. 237-247, we can obtain the

complex amplitude of the received signal due to plane wave blockage by a rec-

tangular obstacle which is the complement of the rectangular opening shown in

Fig. VII-3, relative to the receiver signal with no obstacle present, as
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‘SH=l * [F(~2) - F(Y, )] [F(72) - F(21)] , (VII-1)

where

, 1/2
~2 = ~~(Y2 - Ys) (1 - al’) /Rf

Y1 = Vz (y, -
2 1/2

Ys) (1 - al ) /Rf

2 J~2,Rf
22= tiz(zz-z~)(l -6, )

, (“11-2)

, (VII-3)

, (vII-4)

2 1/2
Y=
1 ~(zl - z~) (1 -61 ) /Rf , (vII-5)

where al , B, are the direction cosines of the 1ine of sight relative to the

y’ , z’-axis, respectively, Rf is the Fresnel zone size defined previously in

Eq. (III-7) and F(x) is the Fresnel integral defined previously in Eq. (11-34).

If the blocking obstacle consists of two, or possibly three blocking rectangles,

such as shadowing aircraft, then we may use the principle of superposition to

modify the result given in Eq. (VII-1 ) for a single rectangle. In this case we

need ,only subtract from the second term given in Eq. (VII-1) the appropriate

products of Fresnel integrals evaluated at the appropriate rectangular edges.

The approximations involved in using Eq. (VII-1), when al, or 61, or both,

are not equal to zero, are similar to those discussed previously in Section

111 B and Appendix F.
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to

In order to proceed with the

consider two different types of

description of the method, it is desirable

systems, namely:

(1) Azimuth system,

(2) DME, or Elevation system.

The azimuth, DME, and elevation systems comprise, of course, a complete MLS

system and

sumed that

of systems

patterns.

,

provide all of the landing guidance information for MLS. It is as-” “’

the two-dimensional transmitter radiation pattern, for both types

1isted above, can be approximated as a product of one-dimensional

One dimension consists of the azimuth direction, while the other

consists of the elevation direction. ‘ ~t is also assumed that the azimuth di-

rection is along the y’-axis, while the elevation direction is along the z’-

axis, where these axes are contained in the plane of the diffraction aperture

for the canonical case illustrated in Fig. VII-3. This is a reasonable as-

sumption for the building model , and for the front-back, and side, profiles

for the aircraft model , cf. Fig. VII-2. It is also a reasonable assumption

for the bottom-top profile for the aircraft model shown in Fig. VII-2d, pro-

vided that the aircraft is making a centerline approach to the runway. If the

aircraft fuselage axis makes a large angle with respect to the runway center-
1

line, or xz-plane depicted in Fig. 11-1, then the assumption is no longer

valid and should be considered as an approximation. The azimuth system is

assumed to have an azimuthal pattern which is narrow, or selective in the

y ‘-direction, and an elevation pattern which is broad, or non-selective in

the z ‘-direction. The DME and elevation systems are assumed to have an azi-
1

muthal pattern that is broad and an elevation pattern which is narrow,
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We now consider the azimuth system. For this system it is necessary to

analyze three cases, cf. Fig. VII-3, as follows:

(A) W > Rf, line of sight intersects

rectangle,

(B) W > Rf, line of sight intersects

(C) W <Rf, all line of sight cases.

y’z ‘-plane outside obstacle, or

y’z’-plane inside obstacle,

These three cases comprise

ceived signal is expressed

*

A

B

c

all possible situations. In each case the re-

as a sum of rays,

2 ‘edge

3 edge

1 edge

as given in the following table:

Number of Rays

rays plus direct wave

rays only, no direct wave

ray plus direct wave

The manner in which the directions of these edge rays are determined for

cases A-C is depicted in Figs. VII-4 through VII-6, respectively. In these !

figures the point marked “x” represents the point at which the edge ray path

intersects the y ‘z‘-plane, or diffraction aperture, so that its propagation

path extends from the transmitter to the point x, and thence to the receiver.

It now remains to describe how the complex amplitudes are assigned to

these edge rays. These complex amplitudes of the edge rays, for the various

case’s,are assigned as follows, where L.O.S. denotes line of sight:

Case A (W > Rf, L.O.S. outside obstacle)

A ~ P [F(~l) - u (~l,~2)F(~~Left-hand = ~ z
edge

111

s (VII-6)
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i PZ [F(~2) - U(~l,~2)F(o)‘Right-hand = - ~~ 1
, (vII-7)

Edge

A
Direct = 1 , (vII-8)

!

,..
Case 8 (W> Rf, L.O.S. inside obstacle)

[ 1‘Leg:;gand ‘* ‘z ‘(Y1 ) + ‘(m)
, (VII-9)

‘Right-hand = - ~ “PZ [
F(~2) - F(-)] , (VII-1O)

Edge , .. ,..-

A
Center (

= 1- Pzcj~/4
)

, (vII-11)

Case C (W< Rf)

ACenter = - 2 ‘Zpy
, (VII-12)

...

A Direct =
1 , (vII-13)

where
-*

‘z .=~(F(~2) - F(~,) , (VII-14)

‘Y ‘~~F(~2) - F(~lj , (VII-15)
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u (Yl,Y2) -- tl, YT, Y2-20

= -1,7, ,y2<o

Yz, ~1, ~2, ~1 were defined previously in

spectively, F(u) is the Fresnel integral
-j~/4

and F(m) = E /# .

It is easy to see that in each case

, (vII-16)

Eqs. (VII-2) through (VII-5), re-

defined previously in Eq. (II-34),

A, B, or C, the sum of the complex

amplitudes of the edge rays is equal to the expression for VSH given in Eq.

(VII-1). Thus, what has been accomplished “is to provide a spatial decompo-

sition of the received signal due to blockage by the obstacle. The justi-

fication for assigning the complex amplitudes to the edge rays, in the manner

given in Eqs. (VII-6) through (VII-13), is based on the notion that the

phase shift of the edge ray, relative to the receiver signal with no obstacle

present, can be associated with its ray path direction. The theoretical de-

velopment which shows this is presented in Appendix J. In addition, there is

strong justification for this method based on the agreement obtained between

the results of this model and some experimental shadowing data obtained in the

DABS system. These results are presented subsequently in Section VII C.

.We now consider the DYE and elevation systems. For these s,ystemswe

,

must discuss three cases, which are similar to cases A-C presented previously

for the azimuth system, cf. Fig. VII-3, as follows:
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The

for

the

(A’) H > Rf, line of sight intersects y’z’-plane

(B’) H > Rf, 1ine of sight intersects y’z’-plane

(C’) H < Rf, all line of sight cases.

outside obstacle,

inside obstacle,

number of rays required in cases A’-C’ is similar to that in cases A-C

the azimuth system which were presented previously. The manner in which

directions of these edge rays are determined for cases A’-C’ is depicted

in Figs. VII-7 through VII-9. The complex amplitudes of the edge rays, for

the various cases, are assigned as follows:

Case A’ (H > Rf, L.O.S, outside obstacle)
.....

=Lpy
‘Bottom Edge ~ [ 1

F(~l) - U(~l, ~2) F(m)

A
Top Edge

=-L
* ‘Y [

F(~2) - U(~l , ;2) F,(m)]

‘Direct =
1

Case B’ (H > Rf, L.O,S. inside obstacle)

‘Bottom Edge
=L

@ [ 1
Py F(~l) t F(o)

‘Top Edge - L Py [F(Z2) - F(o)]
‘K

, (VII-17)

, (VII-18)

, (VII-19)

, (VII-20)

, (VII-21)
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A
Center = (1 - Py sj~/4)

Case C’ (H ~ Rf)

A
Center = - + P~Py

‘Direct = 1

, (VII-22)

, (VI

, (VI:

-23)

-24)

where all quantities have been defined previously in this section in the dis-

cussion of the azimuth system.
..”

It has been pointed out that the shadowing effect due to aircraft and

buildings can be determined by considering the received signal to consist of

a number of edge rays, In general , there could be a large number of such edge

rays, particularly if there is a large number of shadowing aircraft and build-

ings. The multipath parameters for these edge rays or multi path components,

are computed as follows. The amplitude and phase of each multi path compo-

nent are computed as the magnitude and argument of the complex amplitude of

the edge ray, as given in Eqs, (VII-6) through (VII-13) for the azimuth sys-

tem and Eqs. (VII-17) through (VII-24) for the DME and elevation systems.

The time delay of the multi path component is taken as zero, while the planar

directional angles and fractional Doppler frequency are computed as indicated

previously in Eqs. (II-23) through (II-27).

The set of mul tipath components which

this section pertain to the X-O-R ray path.

have been determined previously in

As pointed ol~tpreviously in Sec-

ti on II D, it is possible to have sets of multipath components due to the
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X-G-O-R, X-O-G-R, X-G-O-G-R ray paths. However, these 1atter two ray paths may

be neglected, since the obstacle is usually located near the ground plane,

and the aircraft receiver is usually at a reasonable altitude, so that the

image receiver wil1 be located wel1 below the ground plane. In this case the

1ine of sight from either the transmitter, or its image, wil1 intersect the

diffraction aperture plane at a point which is located at a distance from the

obstacle which can be considered as a large multiple of the Fresnel zone size.

Hence, the shadowing effect wil1 be negligible for these ray paths.

However, the X-G-O-R ray path must be considered. A set of edge rays,

or multipath components, is obtained for the X-G-O-R ray path in the same

manner as for the X-O-R ray path, with the exception that the image transmit-

ter location is employed in the computations instead of the actual transmitter

position. In addition, each complex amplitude for the X-G-O-R ray path must

be multiplied by the factor

()~.R
.Pr. c

-ik(rl-ro)

‘I ‘q

where ro, rl are the distances from the receiver to the transmitter and its

image, respectively, R
eq

is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for the ground

surface and is given in Eqs. (11-10), (II-11), Pr is the attenuation factor

due to the small-scale roughness of the ground, given in Eq. (11-7), The mul-

tipath parameters for this set of multipath components are computed as indica-

ted previously for the X-O-R ray path.
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When the subroutine is

aircraft and buildings, then

multipath parameters for the

used, which computes the shadowing effect due to

no use is made of the subprogram to compute the

specular ground reflection which was described in

Section II. The reason for this is that the former program contains a computa-

tion for obtaining a set of multipath components corresponding to a ground re-

flection. We mention finally that one should

subprogram, and the subroutine which computes

way humps described in Section VI, in the MLS

not use both this former

the shadowing effect due to run-

simulation program. That is, it

is not possible to simultaneously determine the shadowing effect due to air-
..

craft and buildings, and runway humps using the present computational proce-

dures, since there appears to be no feasible manner in which the ground re-

flection can be treated when both of these situations are considered simul-

taneously.

c. Comparison of Results with Experimental Data

A comparison is now presented of some of the results obtained using the

computer program which computes the shadowing effect due to aircraft and build-

ings, which was described in Section VII B, with some experimental shadowing
-.

data obtained at L-band, 1 GHz, C-band, 5 GHz, and Ku-band, 15 GHz. An idea

can be obtained of the operation of this computer program from the flow chart

shown in Fig. VII-10.

We now wish to compare the computational results with some experimental

shadowing data due to the R.A.E.
19

taken at Farnborough runway, at both C-band,
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Fig. VII-10. Flow chart for program which computes shadowing effect
due to aircraft and buildings.
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5 GHz and Ku-band, 15 GHz. These data were obtained by towing an aircraft

between the transmitter and receiver, and measuring the resU1tant shadowed

signal at the receiver. The towed aircraft consisted of the Hastings type

shown in Fig. VII-11. The plan view of the Farnborough runway configuration

used in the measurements is shown in Fig. VII-12, as well as the experimental

data and the corresponding computational results at C-band, 5 GHz, and Ku-band,

15 GHz. It is seen from Fig. VII-12 that there is reasonably good agreement

between the computational and experimental results, at C-band and Ku-band,

considering that simple rectangular shapes have been used to mdel the complex

shapes depicted for the shadowing aircr~ft in Fig. VII-11 . In these results

the effect of the ground reflection has been neglected. That is, only the

multipath components for the X-O-R, and not X-G-O-R, ray path have been con-

sidered, This corresponds to a situation where a shaped beam in elevation,

cutting off sharply at the horizon, is employed at the transmitter, or possi-

bly a case of a nugh ground, so that a large attenuation of the ground re-’

flection occurs.

We now compare the computational results with shadowing data obtained

for the DABS system at L-band, 1 GHz. Once again, the effect of the ground

reflection has been neglected. The DABS system employs a monopul se radar to

obtain an estimate of the azimuth angle of an aircraft transponder. An indi-

cation is now given of the computations required to obtain this estimate of

azimuth angle. The sum and difference channel signals of the monopulse radar

are determined as follows
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I

~ = $ Ai Gz(ei) , (VII-25)
i=,

A = ~ Ai GA(ei) , (vII-26)-
i=l

where GX(e), GA(0) are the DABS sum and difference antenna voltage patterns .-

whi.ch can be approximated.by. ::...

~z(e) = ~-o.17502 , (v~*:27) :::

2.
GA(8) = ee-o.1036 , , , (vII-28)

Ai is.the complex ampli“tudeof the i=th edge”ray, N is the total number of

edge rays.and.ei is the di.fference:of planar azimuthal directional angles, in

degrees, betweenthe i-th edge ray and the boresight, or

transmitter and receiver. The monopul se processor forms

timate defined as

i= Real {A/z}

1ine of sight betw~en

the azimuth ang}e es-

, (VII-29)

-. where 6 is in degrees, and is measured relative to the boresight direction.

It should be noted that we have used a form of reciprocity in the pre-

ceding computations. We have used the OABS ground station as the transmitter

and the aircraft as the receiver in order to determine the edge rays. These

edge rays WOU1 d be determined in exactly the same manner if we had assumed

the aircraft was transmitting and the DABS ground station was receiving, which

is the actual situation.
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The geometry employed in the measurement is depicted in Fig. VII-13,

and corresponds to the situation where the obstacle consisted of the Hanscom

smokestack shown in Fig. VII-14. In Fig. VII-13 there are also shown the

DABSEF experimental data23,24 for the monopulse angle error vs. the ground

receiver-to-obstacle azimuth relative to the line of sight, as well as the

corresponding computational results for ~ given in Eq. (VII-29). It is seen

that there is excellent agreemnt between the two sets of data, providing

additional justification for the edge ray model , which has been presented in

Section VII B, for the purpose of computing the shadowing effect due to air-

craft and buildings. This same comparison has been perforwd by Evans,23

who also compares these results with an alternate, and somewhat mre compl

cated, computational algorithm due to Spiridon. 24 Additional comparisons

between the present model,

in a forthcoming report by

Spiridon’s model, and the DABSEF data wil 1 appear

Evans.23

, ,,
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AT C.68(V11- 1“3): (10000, 700)

f

DABS

1

R,lO---K:;:KFg” ---------- -
—-

—___

--- AIC ~TR
%

O 1S GWD RCVR-BUILDING
- ~TITUD& _ -

~l,WTH MGLE wL. L.O.S. 86 FT

(a) l$AIIE1.E)!CTV = 1 FT b

GEOMETEY (10000,-700)

WD RCW-BLDCaZIRUTHREL LO$, ~G, ‘-O-R
MB$ Mmxffi TEST

VII-13. Comparison of computational results with experimental DABS
for monopulse angle error due to shadowing by Hanscom smokestack.
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Fig. VII-14. View of the Hanscom smkestack as seen from DABSEF.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Models have been

important obstacles to

described for scattering and shadows from the more

be encountered in an airport environment. These models

have been used in a computer program to perform multipath model ing and simu-

1ation for MLS. Effort has been devoted to providing models which, while

physically realistic, lead to analytical solutions which may be readily im-

plemented with the computer.

In particular, the specular ground reflection

well as scattering from buildings and”aircraft. The

has been considered, as

diffusely scattered com-

ponent from the ground has been obtained in a comparatively simple manner by

assumi ng that the ground can be considered as a very rough surface. The shad-

owing effects due to runway humps, and aircraft, buildings approaching the

1ine of sight, have also been considered. It is expected that these obstacles

are the ones which will have the major effect on the performance of MLS in a

multipath propagation environment.

Computer validation data have been presented for al1 of the multipath

e+ computations which have been described. In addition, comparisons have been

made of the computational results with experimental field data. In all cases,

these data indicate that the computational procedures provide reasonable

models for the scattering

in the case of scattering

compared with the results

and diffraction problems considered. For example,

from buildings and aircraft, the computations were

of measurements and geometric diffraction theory.
8

In al1 cases, there was reasonably good agreement

In addition, the present computational procedures
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require

the two sets of data.

much less computer



running time, for performing the calculations, than methods based

metric diffraction theory. This fact,makes them more appropriate

the MLS computer simulation program.

These multipath computer programs

25
programming language, with structured

have been written using the Fortran

programing methods, such as Iftran,

employed whenever this was feasible. The total amount of

these multipath computer programs, including an executive

all of these subroutines, is approximately 300 k bytes of

memory. The computer running

evaluation point and for each

given in the following table:

Computer
Program

Specular ground reflection

on the geo-

for use in

times for these

obstacle, ‘using

Specular ground reflection (with
speedup)

Scattering from building

Scattering from aircraft

Diffuse ground scattering

Runway hump shadowing

Aircraft, building shadowing

133

storage required by

program which cal1s

IB)4370/168 machine

subroutines, for each flight

the 18M 370/168 computer are

Computer Time Required
Per F1ight Evaluation Point

And Per Obstacle
~—-

0.1

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.1

0.001

0.002



As an example, a multipath computation run involving a typical airport envi-

ronment, with about ten aircraft and building scattering and shadowing obsta-

cles, requires about 10 to 20 minutes of IBM 370/168 computer, tim for a

flight path consisting of about 1000 points. These computer times indicate

the utility of the computational algorithms, which have been developed for

multipath parameter determination, for the purpose of perfoming multipath

modeling and simulation for MLS.

,
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APPENDIX A

I
NETHOD FOR COMPUTING FRESNEL REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

FOR REFLECTION FROM TILTEO PLANAR SURFACE

In this section we present the detai1s of the computations which have

been used to determine the Fresnel reflection coefficient, R for a near-
eq’

\
specular reflection from a tilted planar surface. The geometry for this

1 problem is shown in Fig. A-1. The formulae for R
eq

were given in Section II,

Eqs. (11-10) and (11-11) as

R = R“(et) cos al cos a2 + Rh(ot~”sin a, sin a2 ,eq

(vertical polarization) (A-1)

R = R“(et) sin al sin a2 + Rh(et) cos al cos a2eq

(horizontal polarization) (A-2)

“.

where R“(et), Rh(Ot) , are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for vertical and

horizontal polarization and are given by, cf. Eqs. (II-8) and (11-9),

er .0s et - /cr - sin2et
R“(et) =

, .
sr cos et + /sr - sin’et

, (A-3)

(A-4)

and er is the relative complex dielectric constant for the planar facet

containing the point P, cf. Fig. A-1, and is given in Eq. (II-l).
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STANDARD
COORDINATE
SYSTSN

+
x —Ux

P IS ARBITRARY POI~ IN PLANAR FACET, CLOSE TO SPECULAR POINT
*
N IS UNIT VECTOR NOW To p~~ FACET
+
Ux, ;Y, ;Z ASS UNIT VECTORS IN X, y, Z DIRECTIONS, WSPECTIVELY

~t-Rtx;x+R ~+ Rtz;
tY Y z

Fr-Rrxlx+R L + Rrz ;Z
ry Y

ti=Nx Zx+Nyxy+Nz~z

Fig. A-1. Geometry employed in computing Fresnel reflection coefficient
for a near-specular reflection from a tilted planar surface.
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In order to detemine the Fresnel coefficients Rv(et), Rh(et),

it iS necessary to compute the incidence angle, et. We see from Fig. A-1 that

Ot is determined from the following vector dot product

++
cos et = Rt . N/Rt , (A-5)

where Rt = l~tl. In addition, we have

+

Cos er =;r. N/Rr ,

where Rr = l~rl .

The angle al is

vectors (it, ~z), and

the angle a2 is equal
. .

(A-6)

equal to the angl@between the PIane determined by the

the plane determined by the vectors (~t,~). In addition,

to the angle between the plane determined by the vectors.
-+

(Rr, uz) and the plane determined by the vectors (Rt, N). Thus, we have

(E x i)(it”~z) ~ . *
Cos a =

1 (Rt;+ Rt;)” t“t

(:2 x ir) (it x ;)
Cos a2 =

(R; + R~)l/2 . Rt sln et

(A-7)

(A-8)

In order to simplify the Eqs. (A-7) and (A-8), we require the following

vector identity involving the vectors a, b, c, d,

(ax b). (cxd) =

(a.c) (b.c)

Using the vector identity in Eq. (A-9), we obtain

(A-9)
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(it x ;Z). (itx i)= (it . it)(;Z.i) -“(it. i)(;z.it)

= Rt2 Nz - Rtz Rt COS et , (A-1O)

(Jz x ir) . (fit x ;) = (;z’, it)(lr . i) - (Jz. i)(;r “ Et)

= ‘tz ‘r Cos ‘r - Nz(;t . ir) . (A-n)

If we use Eqs. (A-1O) and (A-n ) in (A-7) and (A-8), respectively, we get

Rt Nz -
Cos a, =

Rtz Cos et
/2 , ., , (A-12)

(Rtf t Rt$)l sin et

R~z Rr COS er - Nz(~t . Ir)
Cos a =

2 2 1/2
(Rr: + Rry) Rt sin et

(A-13)

We can determine sin al and sin ~2 from Eqs. (A-12) and (A-13) , respectively,

so that using these along with Rv(6t), Rh(6t), as determined from Eqs. (A-3)

and (A-4), respectively, we can compute Req from Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2), depend-

ing on whether the transmitted signal is vertically, or horizontally, polarized,

respectively.
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APPENDIX B

METHOO FOR COMPUTING POSITION OF SPECULAR

POIPITFOR REFLECTION FROM TILTEO GROUNO

FACET

A discussion is now presented of the technique employed

position of the specular for reflection from a slightly tilted

to compute the

ground facet, as

discussed in Section II. The geometry for this problem is depicted in Fig.

B-1. The solution for the coordinates of this specular point is best obtained

by means of a transformation of coordinat,~s. In order to transform from the

standard coordinate system, i.e., X, y, z axes shown in Fig. B_l, to the primed

system, x’, y’ , z’ axes, we must have, using matrix notation

x’

1Y’ =
z’

‘dxx, d dzx,
yx’

ddd
XY’ YY’ ZY’

d dzz,,dxz’ yz’ [1
x-x

o

Y-Y.

z-z
o

, (B-1)

where dxx, is the cosine of the angle between the X, X’ axes , with a similar

notation for the other eight coefficients given in the matrix in Eq. (B-1). In

a similar manner, to transform from the primed to the unprimed coordinates we

have

[

x

Y=

z,

ddd
xx’ Xy’ X21

ddd
yx’ yy’ yz’

d d dzz,
Zx’ Zy’

[1
x’

Y’

z’

+

x
o

Y.

z
o
1 (B-2)
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~R SYSTEM

(x;. Y;, -z;)

,’ .(a)

BECTANGOIARSURFACEELWENT

z

/’ TILTED

‘~?’
TRANSFOWED

FACET

COO~lNATE
SYSTEM RCVR

(xr,Yr,zr)

z’ Y’
..

~R * (x;, Y;, z+)
SPECUUR POINT

x’
(XO,Y”, ZO)

(x;, Y;,o)

~x

I
STANDARD

COORDINATE
l~GE SYSTEM

~R

(x;,Y+, -z’T)

(b)

TRIANGULARSURFACEELEMENT

Fig. B-1. Configuration used in determining position of specular point
for reflection from tilted ground facet.
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The coordinates of the transmitter are (x’T, y ‘T, Z’T), so that the coordinates

of the image transmitter are (x’~, Y’T, -z’T).

Since the image transmitter, specular point, and receiver are CO11inear

points, we obtain

(B-3)

The constant C is determined by the condf~ion that zs ‘ = O, hence

c = ir:T+ZT,

Thus, the coordinates of the specular point are given by

,

(B-4)

(B-5)

where C is given by Eq. (B-4). These coordinates can be transformed back to

the standard system using Eq. (B-2).

The preceding analysis is based on an assumption that the transmitter

and receiver both lie above the surface element, i.e.,
‘T ‘ >0, zr’>O. A

check is made by the program to determine if this condition is true. If this
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condition is not true then the specular point is determined relative to the

infinite ground, or Xy - plane, cf. Fig. B-1. However, in performing the

numerical integration, there is a check made to determine if the receiver is

shadowed by this surface element from the transmitter, so that in this event

its contribution to the sum is set to zero.
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APPENDIX C

METHOD USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER A POINT

LIES INSIDE A RECTANGLE OR TRIANGLE

We now present the method used to determine whether a point, whose

coordinates are (x, y, z), when projected onto the ground, or xy-plane, so

that its coordinates are (x, y, O), lies inside of the boundaries defined in

this ground plane by a surface element. This technique is essential in per-

forming the numerical integration, over the appropriate rectangular and tri-

angular surface elements, of the Fresnel,-Kirchoff diffraction integral dis-

cussed in Section 11. The geometry for this problem is shown in Fig. C-1,

which depicts the boundaries of the triangular and rectangular surface ele-

ments defined in the xy-plane.

We begin the discussion by first considering the situation where we

have a triangular surface element. For this situation we must distinguish

between the two cases depicted in Fig. c-la, b. In case A, the points pl,

P2, ‘3 form a clockwise set of points, whi le in case B they form a counter-

clockwise set of points. These two cases contain all the possible configura-

tions which need be considered. The following form a necessary

set of conditions which must be satisfied in order that a point

of a triangle:

+
CAB (;2 x ;~) “ uz ~ O ,

CAB(~3X~2). ~z~O ,

and sufficient

P lie inside

(c-1)

(c-2)
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ATc-68(c-1)

&p3
(x~, Yl) ’13 (X3, Y3) ‘2

(X2, Y2)

(a) (b)

CASE A-TRIANGULARSURFACEELE~NT CASE B-TRIANGULARSURFACE ELEMENT

, .,

:%:X44,&,4
(X3.Y3)

2
(xZ,Y*)

!e

1. (c) (d)
CASE A-RECTANGULARSURFACEELEMENT CASE B-RECTANGULARSURFACEELEMENT

+++++ +
Ul, .2, U3, .4, .12, “13 ARE UNIT VECTORS IN INDIcATEDD1RECTIONS

Fig”.C-1. Geometry used for determining whether a point lies inside a
triangle or rectangle.
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(c-3)

where VZ is the unit vector in the direction of the z-axis, cf. Fig. II-1,

and would point up out of the paper relative to the polygons shown in Fig. C-1,

and

(c-4)

It is easily seen from Eq. (C-4) and Fig. C-1 that Cab = tl for case A and

cAB = -1 for case B.

In a similar manner we have the f~llowing set of necessary and suffi-

cient conditions which must be satisfied in order that a point P lie inside

of a rectangle:

CAB (J2 x ~~)

CAB (;4 X i2)

CAB (:3 x :4)

CAB (~1 x ~3)

It should be noted in

.+ >0
Uz - > (c-5)

.: >0
z- , (C-6)

.+
>0Uz - (c-7)

:z~o (C-8)

Figs. C-lc, d that it is known that Xl : x? ~ X3 ~ X4

since this is the manner in which the rectangle must be specified in the com-

puter program. Hence, the cases A and B represent al1 the possible configu-

rations for rectangles.
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In order to.show the sufficiency of these conditions, it is required to

assume that the conditions are true, that the corresponding point lies outside

the polygon, and that this leads to a contradiction. In order to show the

necessity of these conditions, it is required to assume that the point lies

inside the polygon, that the corresponding conditions are not true, and that

this leads to a contradiction.

,.,-
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APPENDIX D

DIFFRACTION BY CIRCULAR

AND SQUARE APERTURES

I We now consider the problem of diffraction by either a circular or

!
I square aperture in an opaque screen, which was discussed in Section 11. The

geometry for this problem is depicted in Fig. D-1.

Kirchoff diffraction integral , cf. Somerfeld,5 p.

of the diffracted signal at the receiver, relative

ceiver with no screen present, can be written as

Using the Fresnel-

202, the complex amplitude

to the signal at the re-

JJ
,.,

DC = j ’10~’20 ‘-jk(Rt‘R~~r-’10-’20)dS .

The Fresnel approximations for Rt, Rr are

2 1/2 2
Rt = (r102 + r ) s rlo +~L

‘lo ‘

~ 1/2 2
Rr = (r202 t r ) ’20

t~ls
’20 ‘

so that using the fact that dSa= :~de we can write Eq. (D-1) as

‘c=~(+ + *)//;j;(k+*)r2 ‘drde

-f

a 00

=,2nj
2

E‘jm (~) rdr ,
2

‘f o

where Rf is the Fresnel zone size given by
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SCREEN

(a)

CIRCUtik’APERTuRE

Rt

XbffR ’10 /

(b)

SQUARE APERTURE

.,.

Fig. D-1. Geometry employed for determining diffraction by circular and
square apertures.
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,, =~;:or:or20)1’2 (o-5)

If we let u = -jn(~)2 , so that du = -j2mrdr/Rf2,
f

we can write Eq. (D-4) as

/

-jnN
‘TN

pc=- Cv dp = 1 -E-J , (O-6)

o
where N is the number of Fresnel zones given by

2
N = a2/Rf (D-7)

,.,-

It is easily seen that by using some trigonometric manipulations that the ex-

pression in Eq. (O-6) can be rewritten as

= 2 sin (~) ~j~(l-Nt2N’)
Pc

,

where N’ is the largest integer less than or equal to N/2.

(O-8)

We now consider diffraction by a square aperture of side L, so that
L/2 L/2 2 2

4[[
-jm(+ ) dxdy

Ps = E

‘f
‘f

-L -L
TT

[J

L/2 2

=j2 E
-jxx2/Rf2

~

o
1

If we let v =@ x /Rf, so that dv =wdx/Rf, we can write Eq. (O-g) as

Ps = 2jF2 (L/ZRf)
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where F(x)

distance L

circle, so

Eq. (D-1O) ,

is the Fresnel integral defined previously in Eq. (II-34). The

is chosen so that the area of the square is equal to that of the

that L* = ma2, and N = a2/Rf2 = L2/mRf2. Hence, we can write

3s

(D-n)

“.

-. I
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APPENDIX E

We

point for

DETERMINATION OF POSITION OF SPECULAR POINT

FOR BUILDING REFLECTION

now present the method for computing the position of the specular

reflection from a building, as discussed in Section III. The geom-

etry for this problem is illustrated in Fig. E-1. The solution for the coord-

inates of the specular point is best obtained by means of a transformation of

coordinates. In order to transform from the standard coordinate system, i.e. ,

x> Y, z, axes shown in Fig. E-1, to the primed system, x’, y’, z’ axes, we

must employ two successive rotations of coordinate systems about the z, x’-axes,

by an [es

[

x’

Y’

z’

“ ‘T’
respectively, so that using matrix notation

[

x-xL

y-yL

z

(E-1)

In a similar manner, to transform from the primed to the unprimed coordinates,

we h

[1[
x 10 0

Y=o Cos eT sin 9T

z o -sin 8T Cos eT

Cos e -sin 8 0

sin e Cos e o

0 0 1

An initial check is made’by the program to

feasible. The condition for this is
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x’

‘L

Y’t YL.

z’ o

(E-2)

determine if a reflection is



z

\

AT C-68(E-1) -

Y’

TSANSFO=D C~~INATE
sYsTm

x’

z’

-E
m

------------

------
\
\ .@

~. < ,’ FRONT FACE
/,

\ ,’Rt OF WIDING
\/
w

~R
(+, Y;* z;)

BUI~ING SPECIFI~ BY (~, YR) , (~, YL) , HB> Hbottom

Fig: E-1. Configuration used in determining position of specular point
for reflection from building.



si9n {yT } = sign {yr’} ,

where yT’ and yr’ are the y’-coordinates

(E-3)

of the transmitter and receiver,

respectively, in the transformed coordinate system, as indicated by the trans-

formation in Eq. (E-1). The coordinates of the transmitter are (xT’YYT’,ZT’),

so that the coordinates of the image transmitter are (xT’, -yT’, ZT’ ). Since

the image transmitter, specular point, and receiver are CO1linear points, we

*..

The constant C is determined by the condition that y~’ = O, hence

YT ‘
c=

yr’ + YT ‘

Thus, the coordinates

[1[

Xs ‘ ‘T ‘

Y~’ =

Zs ‘
ZT‘

=
‘t

Rt+Rr .

of the specular point are given by

t c(xr’ - XT!)

o

t c(zr’ - ZT’)

(E-4)

(E-5)

, (E-6)

where C is given by Eq. (E-5). These coordinates can be transformed to the

standard system by using Eq. (E-2).
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APPENDIX F

DISCUSSION OF VALIDITY OF APPROXIMATIONS

EMPLOYED IN DIFFRACTION FORMULA

A discussion is now given of the validity of the approximations which

have been used in computing the signal loss due to diffraction by a rectangu-

lar opening in an opaque screen, as discussed in Sections III, IV and VII,

The present analysis makes use of the configuration shown in Fig. F-1.

Using the results of Somerfeld,5 p. 202, we can write the complex ampli-

tude of the

relative to

‘R =

where pt is

received signal due to diffraction by a rectangular aperture,
, ,.

the receiver signal with no screen present, as

1

the time dela~ factor given in Eq, (III-2), PR is the distance

factor given in Eq. (111-3), Rf is the Fresnel zone size given in Eq. (III-

and

Q& = T(1 - U2)/Rf2 , (F-2)

-. on.= T(l - B2)/Rf2 , (F-3)

, (F-4)

where d, B, y are the direction cosines of the line of sight relative to the

c, n, ~-axes, res~ectively. so that

2
a2+6+Y

2=1
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OPAQUE
SCRSEN

ATC-68(F-1)
RCVR

n
(

(cl, n2) /
////// /

(C2, n~)
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/

t c
It /

/
I

(
-c

/

/ /

(gl, n~///// // /// (c ~, n ~)

/

LINE OF Rt
SIGHT

Fig. F-1. Configuration used
aperture in an opaque screen.

to analyze diffraction by a rectangular
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If we make the change of variables 05C2 = ~’2 , Onnz T ,2=P , then we can

rewrite Eq. (F-I) as

‘R
= jPtPR -~

*alBl

where

* 1/2
al= (l-a)

1/2
61 = (1 - 8*)

-.

An approximate on

based on the assumption

we can write

(F-7)

(F-8)

, (F-9)

,

9 (F-11)

, (F-12)

(F-13)

for VR, as given in Eq. (F-6), has been used which is
..

that la~l<<l, so thaty~ml~l, and C x O, in which case
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= ~PtPR (F(x2) - F(xl)) (F(Y2)- F(YI)) , (F-14)

where F(u) is the Fresnel integral defined previously in Eq, (II-34). We now

examine the errors involved in these approximate ons. There are two sources of

error, one of which occurs due to the following term not being equal to unity

It is easily seen that the second term in Eq. (F-15) will

unity, if la61<<l and a2 + 62 ~ 1. In particular, if a =

this second term is zero and need not be considered.

(F-15)

be smal1 compared to

O, or B = O, then

The second source of error, relative to the term ~pt@R, is due to the

following

‘2 ‘2

E=
//

~-j~(E2 + n2) (1 - ~jcen) d~d~ .
(F-16)

‘1 ‘1
jczn Eq. (F-16) can be written asUsing the series expansion for E ,
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Jxl ‘Yl

~3(~3E-j~2d’Jj‘~ ~ (F-17)

However, according to

we have the following

Gradshteyn and Ryzhi k,26 p. 194, equation numbers 5, 6,

integration formulas

These integration formulas can be verified by direct differentiation. If we
..

substitute these expressions for the appropriate integrals in Eq. (F-17), mult’ -

ply and CO1lect terms, we get I
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E=-”%
E

H(Xm,Yn) t O(C2) 9 (F-21)

r m,n =1

where

H(~,Yn) = (-1)
m + nc-j~(~z + ‘nz)cj$xmyn sine (~XmYn) ,

(F-22)

sine (x) = + , (F-23)

2
when divided by C , remains constant as C+O.

2
and O(C ) is a term which,

In general, the expression in Eq. ~(F-21) can be used to obtain an esti-

mate of the error involved in approximating the Fresnel surface integral in

Eq. (F-6) by the product of one-dimensional Fresnel integrals, as given in

Eq. (F-14). If C<<l, then using the fact that Isinc (x)1~1, for all X, We

(F-24)

We assume IBI f Bmax, 8max<<1, and that Ial f 1/2, so that ~ < 1, and
(142)1/2 -

we obtain

(F-25)

We can also consider IEI to be the error relative to the value for

.- Ivrl obtained when either csor B

center of a diffraction aperture

this case this value for Ivrl is

is zero and the 1ine of sight intersects the

whose dimensions are very large, since in

equal to unity. If @max= 0.2, correspond-

ing to a direction cosine angle of about 78.5 degrees, then IEI ~ 0.26,
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which corresponds to an error of20 . log (1.26) = 1.97 dB. Thus, if 161

is less than 0.2,.an error of only about 2 dB occurs. Similarly, iflal ~

Max and IBI ~ 1/2,”we obtain the same error of about 2 dB when amax = 0.2.a

It has

B=O. or aBzO.

perpendicular

been shown that smal1 errors occur if Ia@l<<l,

This implies that the line of sight lies in a

to the diffraction aperture and is parallel to

i.e. , u=O, or

plane which is

one of the edges

of the aperture. This will be approximately the case for buildinq and

craft reflections when these obstacles, as well as the transmitter and

ceiver, are close to the ground plane. It is also true for shadowing

buildings, and shadowing aircraft which are close to the ground plane.

air-

re-

How-

ever, there would be some problem in employing the approximations for those

situations where the shadowing aircraft is at a significantly high altitude.

In these cases a Fresnel surface integral would have to be computed, as dis-

cussed by Millington et al.
27, 28

This is a rather complex procedure, and is,

therefore, undesirable to use in a computer program. In these situations the

present approach is sti11 applicable and may be considered as an approximation.
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APPENDIX G

DETERMINATION OF SPECULAR POINT

FOR REFLECTION FROM CYLINDER

A discussion is now given of the method employed to compute the position

of the specular point for reflection from a cylinder, i.e., either aircraft

fuselage or tail fin, as discussed in Section IV. The geometry, for this

problem is depicted in Fig. G-1. For simplicity, this figure shows only the

transformed coordinate axis, i.e., x’, y’, z‘-axes. In the case of the fuse-

lage, these axes are obtained in a manne~.-similar to that indicated for

buildings in Appendix E, i.e.,

and

x’

Y’

z’

x

Y

z

o 0 -1 ‘- x

-sin 8 Cos e Oy

zL cOS e sin % o

[

o -sin O Cos e

= o Cos e sin 6

-1 0 0

(G-1),

, (G-2)

where e is the angle between the fuselage axis and the centerline, or xz-plane.

In dealing with the tail fin, there is no transformation of coordinates, i.e.,

x‘=x, y’=y, z’=z.

It is advantageous to view the vertical cylinder in Fig. G-1 from the

tip, as shown in Fig. G-2. Using this figure, we have
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Fig. G-1. Geomtry employed to determine position of specular point for
reflection from cylinder.
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sin(26) = “* (t,, . “(;tX;r)) ,
r

so that

,[

Ptxl Pryl - Pt I Prxl
6=~sin

-1 1““““”(G-3)
P~ Pr

The unit vector ~ in the direction of the angle bisector is obtained as

+ t Pr;tPtPr
i=

I P~3r + Pr3tl .
(G-4)

The small angle c is gotten by noting from Fig. G-2

pr sin(6+c) pt sin(d-e)
tan B =

Pr cos(~+c) - p = pt COS(6-E) - P ‘

so that

PrPt sin(6+E) COS(6-C) - PrP sin(6+E) = prpt sin(~-c) cos(~+e) - ptp sin(~-e)

and

sin(2; ) = A sin(6+c) - ~ sin(6-~) .
Pt

(G-5)

The transcendental equation for E in Eq. (G-5) is solved by means of a trial

and error procedure to determine c, usin9 the value for the an91e ~ obtained

from Eq. (G-3). However, if P/Pt s O.o1 Y and P/Pr s 0.01,.this procedure is

skipped”and E is taken to be zero.

The unit vector ~, pointing in the direction between the center of the

cylinder and the specular point, is determined by noting the following vector

product relationships,
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N. A=cosc,

(ixi). ;z, = sin c .

Thus, the components of the vector ~ are

Nx, = Ax, cos c t Ay, sin c

Ny, = -Ax, sin c t Ay, cos s .

(G-6)

(G-7)

(G-8)

Hence, the x’ , y’ coordinates of the specular point are

.:-

X51 = x ‘ + pNx,
c

, (G-9)

Ys ‘ = ycI t pNy, (G-1o)

In order to find the z’ coordinate of the specular point, we note from Fig. G-1

that the image transmitter, the specular point, and the receiver must be CO1-

1inear, so that

zS’ = ZT’ + Rt’ tan a

()l-z!

zltR1
‘r t=

Tt Rt’ t Rr’

~. =
‘T‘+c(+’-zt’) , (G-n)

where

Rt ‘
c= ‘t=—t

‘t + ‘r
, Rtt Rr . (G-12)
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In

or

the case of the fuselage, the position of the specular point in the unprimed,

standard, coordinate system may be obtained by using Eq. (G-2). For the

tail fin, this transformation is not necessary, as noted previously.

We also mention that a check is necessary to determine whether the cyl-

inder reflection solution, which is obtained according to the preceding method,

is a feasible one. This is done by noting whether the following two necessary

conditions are satisfied by the solution obtained for the specular point:

(1) The transmitter and receiver must both lie on the same side

of the tangent line, cf. Fig. G-2.

(2) The center of the cylinde.rmust 1ie on the opposite side

of the tangent 1ine from the transmitter and receiver,

cf. Fig. G-2.

In addition, a third condition is necessary when dealing with the tail fin

reflection case:

(3) The specular point must lie on that part of the cylinder

defined by the boundaries of the tail fin, i.e. , the

specular point must 1ie on the tai1 fin.

For the fuselage case, if conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied, the magnitude

of the multipath component is computed as indicated in Section IV, and other-

wise, ,this magnitude is set to zero, i.e., the fuselage is not oriented for a

specular reflection. In the tail fin case, if conditions (l), (2), and (3)

are satisfied, the magnitude of the multi path component is computed as indi-

cated in Section IV, and othemise, this magnitude is set to zero, i.e., the

tail fin is not oriented for a specular reflection.
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APPENDIX H

TWNSFORMATIONS OF COORDINATES

SHADOWING AIRCRAFT

REQUIRED FOR

A description is now presented of some.of the calculations required to

compute the shadowing effect due to aircraft, as described in Section VII.

The geometry for this problem is shown in Fig. H-1. It should be noted that

in Fig. H-1 the fuselage axis of the shadowing aircraft lies in the plane, con-

taining the flight path, which is perpendicular to the ground, or xy-plane.

We begin the discussion by computing the direction cosines for the
..-

x’-axis, shown in Fig. H-1, which lies along the direction of the fuselage

axis of the shadowing aircraft. Denoting these three direction cosines by

al, bl, cl, relative to the X, y, z- axes, respectively, we have

c1 = -sin el , (H-1)

since the fuselage axis makes an angle of el with the xy-plane, and

(H-2)

since the fuselage axis lies in the plane containing the flight path which is

perpendicular to the xy-plane, where Ay.= yl -Y2”,Ax = xl -X2. In addition,

these direction cosines must satisfy the condition

alz + b12 + C12 = 1 (H-3)
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Fig. -H-l. Geowtry used for computing shadowing effect due to aircraft.
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Using Eqs. (H-1) -(H-3) we can solve for al, bl as

al = ICOS ell Ax/AR , (H-4)

bl = ICOS ell Ay/AR , (H-5)

where

* 1/2
AR=(Ax2+Ay) . (H-6)

The magnitude sign is required in Eqs. (H-4), (H-5) in order to keep the signs

of al, bl the same as Ax, Ay, respectively.

It should be noted that when the flight path is parallel to the z-axis,

so that Ax = Ay = O, there is an unresolvable ambiguity which is arbitrarily re-

solved by assuming that the fuselage axis is parallel to the xz-plane.

case we have bl = O, al = cos 61, while c1 is still given by Eq, (H-l).

We now calculate the direction cosines for the z’-axis, shown in

In this

Fig.

H-1, which lies in the plane containing the flight path which is perpendicular

to the xy-plane. These three direction cosines are denoted as a3, b3, c3, and

are taken relative to the x, y, z-axis, respectively. Since the z’-axis is

~- perpendicular to the x’-axis, we have

a1a3 + blb3 + C1C3 = 0

The x’z’-plane is parallel to the

vector cross product, between the

must be zero. Hence, we obtain

(H-7)

z-axis, so that the z-component of the

unit vectors in the x’, z’ directions,
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a3bI - b3al = 0 (H-8)

In addition, these direction cosines must satisfy the usual condition

2=1
a32 + b32 ‘“C3

Using Eqs. (H-7) - (H-9) we can

b3=-’ blcl

2 1/2
(a12 + bl )

c3 = (al
2 1/2

2+b1)

(H-9) .

solve for a3, b3, C3 as

, (H-1O)

,’.., (H-n)

, (H-12)

where al, bl, c1 are the direction cosines for the x’-axis given in Eqs. (H-4),

(H-5), (H-l), respectively,

If al = bl = O, c1 = 1, then the fuselage is aligned along the z- axis,

and there is an unresolvable ambiguity which is arbitrarily resolved by as-

suming that the shadowing aircraft wings make an angle of 90 degrees with re-

spect to the x-axis. In this case we have a3 = -cl, b3 = -bl, C3 = al.

The direction cosines of the y’-axis are denoted as a2, b2, C2, relative

to the x, y, z-axes, respectively. These direction cosines are obtained by

observing that the unit vector in the direction of the y’-axis is equal to the

vector cross product of the unit vectors in the directions of the z’, x’-axes.
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Hence, we have

a2 = b3c1 - c3b1 , (H-13)

b2 = c3al - a3cl , (H-14)

C2 = a3b1 - b3aI (H-15

In order to determine the profile of the shadowing aircraft, as discus-

sed in Section VII A, the viewing, or aspect, angles of the aircraft, as seen

from the transmitter, must be calculated..- The geometry for this problem is

depicted in Fig. H-2. The viewing angles u and B are given by

.+ .
u = sin-l(T . fry,/

6 = sin-l(; . Gz,/

Tl) , (H-16)

;/) , (H-17)

+ +

where we have used the fact that the magnitude of the vector T, i.e., ITI , is

the same as the magnitude of this vector after it has been transformed into the

x’, y’, z’- coordinate system by a simple rotation of coordinates. The fol-

*. lowing conditions define the various profi

seen from the transmitter:

Front-Back Profile

/a/ ~ 5°

161:5°
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SYSTEM

.

Fig. H-2. Geometry employed for computing ~liewingangles of shadowing
aircraft as seen from transmitter.
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Side Profi1e

Bottom-Top Profile

161 ~ 5°

The computation of the shadowing effect, due to aircraft and buildings,

is facilitated by making a transformation of coordinates so that the new coor-

dinate system is centered on the diffraction aperture, as shown in Fig. VII-3.

However, the details for doing this for shadowing aircraft are similar to those

presented previously in Appendix B. In the case of shadowing buildings, the

detai1s for performing this transformation are similar to those presented pre-

viously in Appendix E, except that there is only a single rotation of coordi-

nates that is required. That is, the rotation of coordinates required to

account for the building tilt angle is not necessary for the case of shadow-

ing buildings. Hence, no additional exposition of these detai1s is required

at this point.
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APPENDIX J

THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF

COMPLEX AMPLITUDES OF,EDGE RAYS

We now provide the justification for the method, which was used in

Section VII, to assign the complex amplitudes to the edge rays. This justi-

fication is given only for case A, since it is similar for cases B and C.

The expression for VSH given in Eq. (VII-1) can be written as

(J-1)

Direct Right-hand Left-hand
wave edge ray edge ray

where Y2, ~1, Pz have been given previously in Eqs. (VII-2)) (VII-3)> (V11-14)S

respectively, and it has been assumed that ;l, ;2 are both verY

positive, so that we may use the following asymptotic expansion

Fresnel integral, cf. Somerfeld,5 p. 241,

large and

for the

F(x) = F(M) + j s :x = ~ (l-j) + j ~ , x+ m. (J-2)

The expression for VSH in Eq. (J-1) indicates that it is given by a sum of

a direct wave plus 2 edge rays, as required for case A and discussed in

Section VII B. In particular, the second term in Eq. (J-1) corresponds to

the right-hand edge ray, while the third term corresponds to the left-hand ray.
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We now compute the distance traversed by the edge rays, relative to the

direct path between transmitter and receiver. For simplicity, we consider

only the left-hand edge ray, since the analysis for the right-hand edge ray is

similar. Using the results of Appendix F, and the Fresnel approximation dis-

cussed by Sommerfeld,5 p. 202, we can write that the distance traversed by

the left-hand edge ray, relative to the direct path, is

‘RL=(k+k)ty’‘ys~(’‘a2))=‘;12’4y ‘J-3)
where a is the direction cosine of the line of sight relative to the ~-axis,

.,~-
and it has been assumed that the direction cosine of the 1ine of sight rela-

tive to the n-axis, denoted as B, is equal to zero, cf. Appendix F. The

phase delay of the left-hand edge ray, relative to the direct wave, is ob-

tained fnm Eq. (J-3) as

(J-4)

However, this is just the phase delay associated with the left-hand edge ray,

as indicated by its associated complex amplitude in Eq. (J-1). Thus, the

justification for assigning a complex amplitude to an edge ray is that it

provides the correct phase delay for the particular path traversed by that

edge”ray.
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APPENDIX K

DISCUSSION OF TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER

ANTENNA PATTERNS

A discussion is now presented of the effect of the transmitter and re-

ceiver antenna patterns, denoted by G(a,6), GA(a’ ,6’), respectively, on the

various computational procedures presented in Sections II - VII. The angles
+

a,% and a’ ,s’ are the planar azimuth, elevation angles, for the vectors Rt,
+
Rr, measured relative to a coordinate system centered on the transmitter,

receiver, respectively, cf. Fig. II-1. ‘

In Sections II - VII, all expressions for the relative multipath ampli-

tude should contain multiplicative factors G(a,6) . GA(a’,B’). However, it

has been mentioned that it is desired to maintain the multipath subroutines

as being system-independent. Thus, these multiplicative factors are applied

in the system subroutines, using the information about the planar directional

..

. .

angles supplied by the multipath subroutines.

G(a,6), G(a’, B’) typicallY are each taken as a

of which depends on a,~, and u’ ,6’, only.

We now discuss the rationale for removing

side the integral in Eq. (11-20). In general,

In addition, for simplicity,

product of two patterns, each

the antenna patterns from in-
-.

the transmitter antenna pattern,

G(a,B), changes with time. For example, in the time reference scanning beam

MLS implementation, the antenna pattern is scanned through azimuthal and ele-

vation angles in the azimuth and elevation guidance systems, respectively.

Thus, the integral in Eq. (11-20) would have to be evaluated for many different
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transmitter antenna patterns during a given scan

mentation. In order to avoid this complication,

in a particular MLS imple-

the quantity G(u,6) was re-

mved from inside the integral in Eq. (11-20). The resulting integral is

computed only once, for a given aircraft position, and the result multiplied

.. by G(a,B), where a,~ are the planar azimuth and elevation angles, respective-

ly, for the vector direction between the transmitter and the specular point
..

on the ground. It should be noted that this factor, G(a,6), will, in general,

vary with time. The justification for removing the quantity G(a,8) from

inside the integral in Eq, (11-20) is provided subsequently. It was also

assumed that the aircraft receiver antenriapattern, GA(a’ ,6’), can be removed

from inside the integral in Eq. (11-20), as was the case for G(a,B). This

assumption is, of course, justified if the aircraft receiver antenna pattern

is omnidirectional, so that GA(a’ ,6’) = 1 for all a“,e’.

It is important to state that in some cases the transmitter antenna

pattern, G(a,6), should be the near-field, and not the far-field, pattern.

In these cases, this near-field pattern COU1d change considerably as the

range Rt varies. The near field of the antenna is usually defined as extend-

ing a distance from the antenna of R = 2D~/x, where D is the dimension of the
*=

antenna. The situations in which the near-field, and not the far-field,
. .

pattern is required occur when D is large, so that R is 1arge enough for the

.- near field to encompass the region defined by the first Fresnel zone. As an

example, in the MLS configuration, for either the azimuth pattern of the azi-

muth array, or the elevation pattern of the elevation array, we have typically

D = 601, so that R = 72001. At C-band, I = 6 cm ~ 0.2 feet, so that
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R z 1,440 feet. In this case, the first Fresnel zone is found typical lY to

1ie entirely within the near field of the transmitter antenna. For example,

at c-band, if ht = 9 feet, and if the aircraft is at a range Of 20 miles and

elevation angle of 2.5°, then the first Fresnel zone is an ellipse which is

200 feet 1ong by 9 feet wide, centered approximately 200 feet from the trans-

mitter antenna, and thus lies completely within the near zone. We now give

an example of a situation where the far-field pattern is required. The

azimuthal pattern of the elevation array typically corresponds to an aperture

O = 5X = 1 foot, so that R = 10 feet,.and the near field is wel1 outside the

region defined by the first Fresnel zone described previously. A somewhat

marginal situation occurs for the elevation pattern of the azimuth array which

typically corresponds to an aperture O = 20A = 4 feet, so that R = 160 feet.

However, for simplicity, the MLS system subroutines which have been developed

employ the far-field pattern for G(u,B).

We now wish to justify the procedure of removing the transmitter antenna

pattern- for the radiated field, G(a,B), from inside the integral in Eq. (11-20),

as noted previously. Towards this end, the integral in Eq. (11-20) was eval-

uated with G(u,B) inside, and outside, the integral. When the quantity G(Q,6

is taken outside the integral, the resulting integral is multiplied by G(a,6)

where a,6 are the planar

vector direction between

The results of these two

Figs. K-1 and K-2. Both

azimuth and elevation angles, respectively, for the

the transmitter and the specular point on the ground.

separate computations for IP5 ] are il1ustrated in

of these sets of data were obtained using a

(sin x/x)2 radiation pattern with a 1° beamwidth. The results of Fig. K-1
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Fig. K-1. Plot of magnitude of Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction integral
for a flat, smooth, perfectly-conducting surface, vs distance of receiver
from elevation antenna, with antenna pattern inside and outside of
integral .
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were oocalnea Tor an elevatlon scanning antenna system, wnl Ie tnase ot Fig.

K-2 are applicable for an azimuth scanning antenna system. In both af these

figures the two computations are reasonably close to each other. In addition,

for the elevation system, the data of Fig. K-1 show that the results obtained

,. for the twa sets of computations are very small , less than 0.03, so that in

this case the specular graund reflection may be neglected. The results in
,.

Fig. K-1 also illustrate the sidelobe structure af the elevation system

antenna pattern. Thus, these facts provide the justification for computing

ps with G(u,6) outside of the integral in Eq. (11-20), as is done in the

computer simulation program. However, we’mention that there could be some

situations in which this pracedure COU1d 1ead to errors which are larger than

those indicated above. Far example, larger errors could occur if the effect

of the elevatian pattern ralloff near the horizon, on the azimuth array, is

taken into accaunt in Fig. K-2.

In Sections III and IV, the discussion of scattering from buildings and

aircraft contained an implicit operatian in which the transmitter antenna

pattern, G(~,@), was remaved from inside the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction

integral, as was done in Section 11, cf. Eqs. (III-1) and (IV-l). It is

possibly to justify this operation if the obstacle, or building, lies in the

far field of the transmitter antenna, as will now be shown. In order to

show this, we note that the approximation should be valid if the Fresnel zone

size, Rf, is less than a transmitter beamidth in extent, i.e.,

Rf<e Rt (K-1)
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where e is the

Rf =

angular beawidth. Thus, using Eq, (III-7), we have

J‘ Rt Rr

‘Rt+Rr ~ 6, (K-2)

(K-3)

so that we can write the inequality in (K-1) as

G ‘eRt .

However, since e s a/D, we have ,finally

D2/a < Rt , ., (K-4)

which is essentially the condition that the obstacle be located in the far

field of the transmitter antenna. For a 60A C-band array, O = 12 feet,

A = 0.2 feet, and Rt must be greater than 720 feet, which is true in nearly

all cases of practical interest.

-.
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